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WEEKLY 'KENTUCKY NEW ERA. '
HOPKINSVILL . Cltlt1ST1AN COUNTY. KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30,1888. VOLUME XI. N0.`23
New Novelties
IN CLOAKS AND WRAPS,
JITEIT RECEIVED AT
BASSETT & CO.'S.
Come in and Look at Them.
WO Slit you TO. Soil 1011r
SEE WE CAN'T.
FIASSEIrr Se CO.,
WRECKERS OF HIGH PRICES.
- Great Special Sale
Of goods bought at a terrible sacoffice. We are receiving an elegant assortment of Men's
and Boy's Clothing Hats, Caps, Boas and Shoes. A large line of Underwear, &c. Th
above goods were bought at very low prices for cash, and we will sell them at lowest poor
sible prices. The following are reasons why we can sell cheap. Buying for three large
stores we get Jobbers terms and pay cash. We have less expense than houses selling the
same amount of goods. We do most all our own busines4 and we are liberal, enough to
give our customers the benefit we gain. We bought too many goods at the Great Mid
Winter Sales and want to close them out. These are some of our prices.
Bey. Suits, $1 25 Good Sulu', $4 00. Boys Overcoat., $2 50. Good Q.iality, $4 50. Ment 
Suits, $3 50. Fine
Kersey Saks, $ CO Men. Overrosts, $3 00. Chanchillse, 23 00. Woolen 
Underwear, 25 cents, Good, 75 cents to $1 00
Hata sod Caps, 25 cents up Goa; Heavy Kersey Pants, $2 00. All our goods melted down. 
We make a specialty ot
doe Clothing Suits to order, $15 00 to 220 00. nu guaranteed or no sale Conte and see us. Thank 4 for past favors.
Yours, &.,
Pye, Dicken & Wall.
Our JOB COUNTER is full of goods less than half price.
Daily New Era
15 CT'S.. ITTMMIC..
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
Hoeetestvi Lee bursas No. /7, A. F. & A. M.
Brytin Hopper, W. M.
Lodge meets at Masonic Hall, third dory'
Thommion Block, firma hi lay night in each
month.
ORIENTAL CHAPTER NO. 14, R. A. M.
Redman, H. P.
Stated VIIIIN'Oelit lona aecond Monday of each
month at NI/LSI/We Hall.
Milt/RE CONINIANDIeRY NO. 6, K. 1'.
Sr. Kt. lieltrieh, E. C.
7.1 ,','t4 fieurth 8loiday in each month at
%motile Hull.
ROYAL ARCANUM, HOPKINSVILLE
COUNCIL, No. 664.
Joe. I. [modem. Regent.
Meete P070(041 nod fourth Thuredays In each
molith aat J. I. 1.ndepe office.
MOAYoN COUNCIL NO. 8, CHOSEN
FRIENDS.
M. !Apatite., Chief Counselor.
Meets at I. 0. O. F. Hall emeond and fourth
7.! outlay In vital month.
CHRISTIAN LODGE NO. POO, K. OF II.
R. M. Andersson, Dictateer.
Meets first and thin, Totlahlyill each month
at R. M. A iale n Hnio'a ull.
EVERGREEN T.ODGE NO. 88, K. OF I'.
A. H. Clark, ('. ('.
Lodge meets emend and fourth Thunidays
in each month at Hoe es's Hull.
ENDOWMENT RANK. K. OF I'.
L. R. Davis, Pres't.
Meet:. third Monday in each month at R.
H. Andersion's Hall.
KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN CROSS.
B. B. Nutlet... N. C.
H. A. Roger., K. of L.
Meets the nest and third Friday. In each
 h .
ANCIENT ORDER OF UNITED WORK-
MEN.
W. H. Lee, M. W.
Time of meeting, 'teemed and fourth Tura-
days at IfeCanly, Nolte & Co.'s office.
GREEN RIVER I OINIE NO. 54. I. 0. 0. F.
A. S. Caldwell, N. U.
Meets every Friday night at I. 0.0. F. Hall.
MERCY ENCAMPMENT NO. 81, I. 0. 0. F.
E. F. Itenelemon, C. P.
Ledge meet• first and third Thursday nights
at I. o. 0 F. man.
ORDER OF THE IRON 11.41.L.
John Wayne. P. C. J.
Meets fourth Wednesday in each month at
John Menyou'a.
FLORENCE Loom.: No. p, DAtotiTEits
REBEKA.
Meets third Monday night at I. 0.0. F. Hall.
COLORED LODGES.
oNtoN BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
Meets first and third Monday evenings In
each month .1 7', (Vetoed( at their lode mom.
Main street. wet,nd story over Hemmer &
iyerehiner's building. K. McNeal. President;
Ned Turner, Secretary.
FREEDOM LOD GE No. H. F.
Meetafirst and third Tuesday night. In
hetell's Hall, Court street. E. W. (Haw %V.
M. L. S. Buckner, Secretary.
MUSADORA TEMPLE NO. 16, S. OF E.
Meets act-nod and fourth Tuesday. In each
month In U. B. F. hill, Pestell's Block, 
CourtStreet. Augusta M n. W. P.; Carrie Ranks.
D. P.; Katie Casky, Secretary.
RoPEINsvILLE LoD0E No. tem, 0. U.
0. OF 0. F.
Meet's second and fourth Monday night• at
Hoover & Overiehiner'ie Hall, Main .1 reel.
Charlea Jessup, N. G.; William 0r$. v.0 ;
H. W. (flit.., P. s.; William Clark, N. F.
MYSTIC TIE LO et: NO. 1907, G. N. O. OF F.
Meets first UM' third Wednesday nights of
each MINI, h.  
Ev•Weett.1.11 LIAWWWLrow DikiLT P•CZW.
The Lidit Draught Steamer
1' .A. INT IC ST IT
1.B. THOM MON . .. hi anag.•
Cl' WASEL   cierh.
Will leeve R•anaville f canseitos tail)
ixeept Sunday, at o'clock. a m. niekingsne.
vinneetioar with the 0., 5 74
"dont-Dior lea -en Cannelton daily at 1135 e
v.. Sunday exe.epteri, and Oweeahoro st 9 a.
arne•T Ttili Cain.
.eavea Irvoneville  Oa to Mari
Leaves nwonstanm. 4 p. m. sear.
Pare 60e. for roiled trip es Sunday, bnt not
•esonesehle fee stores poretiased by the steward
R•RVIre * ealYDRR. A yenta w
OLD PAPERS,
FOR 8ALIII
At This Office.
13 MX TINE AT I ME 0 1W •
ESTABLISHED 1843.
THE REPRESENTATIVE PIANO HOUSE OF THE SOUTH.
TISCE1 Nomitsmitro
Stands without a rival. Manufactured and sold in this country for upward of 30 years.
"
SPECIAL NOTICLespivI cordially iiivitallae citizens, city and
tifeell at the furniture re of Messrs ThoinRson & McReynolds
ptanos on exhibition there. Oome and look at them whether you
Respectfully,
To' it)",
'3':7 4 AO.
SCRATCHED 28 YEARS,
A ecaly,Iteking. skin Disease with
Endless essflering Cared by
enticuira Densegies.
if!:40 kneels of the Concurs Remedies
to rill) -clip.% years ago it would biter se, ed uns
iftifte VA, (l Mu i.ulni$.reul oiiaa, •nit 1111 immense
a • mint of suffering , My inseam tP•ortasic
cutionem ed on my head in • spot not larger
than • rent It elprr.d rapidly all over my
body ,auet gut under Iii) nails 'the sealer would
drop off of uie all the time, aud in •utiering
w tuition eitliout relief. thee Genuine! o. -
lam would not utupt me to have this diastase
over ague°. I am. poor wan. but feel rich to
be relieved of What wine id the doctors mid
was le prosy. Nome ring-worm, psoriasis, etc. I
LOU• . and. carsepariine over on. year
&ad r halLbut noeure. I went to twoor three
doctors and no cute I cannot pewee Ihd1. ut.-
cure itemedies tee much u bey have made
toy sails an clear and free froiu inea:e• as a ha
by'.. All I used of Diem was thiee Lox • of
Uktt to a, auii tierce bottles of t talcum Resole
eat, and 150 cakes of Cutacura temp. If you
lied been here and said you would bassi cured
nie for elbedie you vo uid have had the money.
I looks., like the picture is your boot of
reams (picture number two, "II w to tire been
Diseases"), but now I ani unclear as en, pers. ii
ever was. Through fotee of habit I rob my
119.1101110Ver my arms end legs to aerate Ii once to
a while, but to no purthee. 1 mratclied twenty -
eight years and it got to be a kind of recoil
nature to me. I thank you • thou -and
Anything more that you sant lu know write
me, any one who reads Ibis may write to we
•tot I will answer at. DENNIS DOWNING,
W•exest T., Jan. 2n,t,
remising. Prima, Tetley, Ringworm, Lichen
Pruritus, St-all liead, Mill trust, dandruff,
Bar bers'./lakene Grocers' and N uslierweeman'e
and every species of it •hing, Burning,
ecaly, Pimply Humors of the Mini and scalp
and Blood, a Oh Lem of Hair, art positively
cured by Cuticura, the great Skin 4 ore, and
(•utieure Soap, an exquisite S•in Menutiner
exiernally, alb I I tat, taa ni, the new
lined Purifier internally, wi en physicians and
all other temente fail.
-
everywhere Pike, Cutieure, 60c; (Soap
16e; Reseisent.111. Prepseed by 'be Purees
Duro AND CHENIC•L Co_ Itootors, Masa
elVnenoi for • H ow to Cure Skin Dimas," 6
pages, 60 illustrations. and 100 leatitiloolals
PIMI'L-, I lack heads, chapped snit oilyskin prevented by t dicier* Medicated
Soap
%KA1 In •nn minute the Cull. - cora Antl.Pala Plasterrelieve% Rheumatic, Wm, Suit-den, . Sharp, •nd Nervous Pain,
Strain" and Weakness. fhe first and only pain
lolling Piaster. 23 rts.
Free! Free From Pain!
DA? PRECIROIVII I
OVER TWO MILLIONS DleTRIBUTED.
•S•L•
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY CONPY
inoorporated by the I eguslature in leek for
griuration•I and ( heritable purposes. mid its
franchise made a part of the present State Can-
dle ution„ is e9:9, by au overwhelming popular
vote
Its Greed Extraordinsry Drawings take
Ware Seuni.Annually, (June and December)
mid ita Grand single Number Draivinem take
place in each of the other ten months of the
year. and are all drawn in public, at the Acad-
emy of Music, New Orleans. 1.a.
We do hereby certify that we supervise the
•rrangements for all the Monthly and Semi-
Assent Drawings of the imuisiana State Lot-
tery Corepasy. and in person manage and con-
trol the Drawings themselves, and that the same
are conducted with honesty, Ninnies, and in
good faith toward all parties, and we authorise
the Company to use this certificate. with fac-
similes of our signature@ attached, in its &dyer.
tisementa."
eienssallsellen•rs.
We the undersigned Banks and Rankers will
pay all PrIteil drawn In the Louisiana SUM
Lotteries which may be presented at our coun •
ten
K. M. wALwrii.Ev.
Pres. Louisiana riatienai Sank.
P. LAN X„
Preis. Stale National Dank.
A. BALDWIN,
Pm. New Orleaa• National Haut.
CANE KOHN.
Pres. U.S.. National Hank
MAMMOTH DRAWING
In the Academy of Music, New Orleans,
Tuesday, Nov. 13, 1588.
CAPITAL PRIZE $600.000.
100.000 Ticksil• at 340; Halves IMO:
Quarters 310: Eights 56; Twain-
110110651; irertietk• 111.
LIST or ?mint.
I PRIZE OE 1600.000 is   $600,000
of 
Su0 100.000 Ike, 
 I "0 n :0 0 0
1 of 10.000 is  
6
PRIZR8 OF 21,000 are 
• • 
WOW
of 10,000 are 60,000
of 1.000 are  60,00.
°o 2,10/0.0 
Scare  
23 ml 110,. 00
.0 . 50,000
(0 of 400 are 11.u.00
00 of 20 
1
0 arc   
.
•PPIte)XIMATION Pangs. (1°,000
leo rrizea of $1,000 are . .. . 111116.1186
lee Prises of %00 are 05.050
ltk Prises of 400 are  MAN
Vitali 515IIII1
OD Prises of Pild are  . 379.100
w Prises ol 400 are 18,000
TWO Ni Naga gen&INALII.
ISM Prism. of IMO at ..... . . 11_11,0_.000
WOO Prises of 100 are 141%000
1,144 Piles* amounting to . ...
trer :tub Rats., or any further Information
desired. write iesittly to t.e undersigned.
clearly st•tiog your reeidence. With elate,
ntreet an.1 Niiml,er. lion repot re•
turn mitil islivery will be assured by your es•
closing an envelope bearing your full miasma.
Mend Postai Notes. Express Money Ortera. or
New l'ork V 'triune, in oreligary letter ( ar-
mor., by express at our expense) addressor.'
M. A. DAUPHIN,
Nsw Orleans. Lae
M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D. C
Address Registered Letters to
Mak 05LRAN8 NATIONAL B•NI,
New Orleans, La.
11 101 Ell B14_, R (T.11, f%t rthe Xere8eaurenepeanfl
ant Early. who are in charge of the drawings,
is • ruarantee of absolut fairness and Integrity,
that the ^ harem are all equal, and that no one
ran possibly divine A hat numbers will draw a
Prise.
KESS Pwisirm, dee, that thepa•ment of
PrisesieGrAKARITIKED NT ROCK !I A
1 ION A I. MANES of New Orleans, sod the
Tickets are signed by the President of an In.
• whose chartered rights are recognis-
ed in the highest Courts; therefore, beware of
ail imitatious or anony moos schemes.
9
is flit most agreeable and effeettee remedy
raer producirdpr the Ian rsruinfyi.n
a weak or Modem maddens ef the
KIDNEYS, LIVER,
STOMACH & BOWELS,
and ta Pl.:11F'EcTLY Fl al eases,
und flo.rep•re THE tEsT cy
needy Renedira.
ltssinfactmed nnly
CALIFORNIA Fill SYRUP CO.
SAO fRIJICISCO. CAL. LOUISVILLE, ET,
ice VOSS. S. V.
For Ws by an &MOM&
lEt
county, especially the ladies, Female College
and examine the handsome
want to purchase or not
WILL B. HAYS Agent
The fall term will open August 27, 11004, with
a full faculty. Special cure to pupils desiring
it.0 enter the classes, in Elocution, Nfusie, Art,
and Modern Languages. Cali at College or
mistreat; J. W. Remy,
llopkinseille. Ky.
HE WANTS GORE.
Judge Rucker Understood to
Have Sent a Challenge.
Cleveland Denies Having Used
Words Credited to Him.
the
Rucker Writes an Open better, Which
Means More Than it says.
seeetai to the New Era,
WA8111NOTON, Nov. 23.-The Post
to-day will say: It can Is. stated ;au-
thoritatively that the president de-
nies most positively ever having tilted
the language attributed to him by
Judge Rucker, in the now celebrated
Interview, As a matter of fact, the
president does not even remember
having met Judge Rucker. On the
day in question Senator Blackburn
tailed at the White House with some
friends, this inueh the president has
called to mind. He recollects also
that just before leaving the library
the ,senator stt•pped over to him and
spoke a few words in regard to a sen-
ate report on the civil service inves-
tigation, but at no time watt anything
said about polities In New York, and
under no circumstances has the pres-
ident ever charged or intimated that
there was treachery towards him in
New York.
The challenge which Rucker has
entrusted to his friend, Oen. Moore,
and which is supposed to be on its
way to Senator Blackburn, reads:
DENvEit, Col., Nov. 19.-Hon. J. V.
S. Blackburn, Sir: The published
interview reported to you, concerning
a conversation between myself and
the president of the United' States at
the White House in last month, re-
fit-eta upon me as a gentleman. You
will understand the purport of this
note which will be handed to you by
toy friend, Gen. John C. Moore. He
will attend to all details of my part.
A meeting between us will probably
determine which is entitled to be
i•alled "gentleman." Very respect-
fully, A. W. RUCKER.
The opinion here is that Rucker is
beneath Blickburn'e further notice
and should be henceforth entirely
Ignored by the senator.
Dee ge. Cot-, Nov. Zl.-The following let-
ter was given to the public this morning
which adds new fuel to the Blackburn-Ruck-
er itnbroglio. It will bear clone scrutiny and
careful study, and contains much more than
it modems ottwervation will revers!. The letter
Ii. am follows:
Intavtit, Cul._ Not. 90, IIRE
lire J C. s. w •
-Neither exp(..iiate n nor apology 5 re
euired for the liberty I take In & idreasatig yos
this open letter in re.'.. to 110,e nastier in toe
trovemy between oe, . l/fe they have aireadi
been gives to the maid e, more or less fully, hi
the press. Though you are a Senator, a rep
resentati•e of the bon i el State of Kenneth;
In the legislative branch of the National Ley
Mature, an orator sad • les ler, aad a men
mark in the great party 10 In knob we both Wall
allegiance; and I am an buienle and compare
lively unknown citizen cd a State on the cots
fines of ctvoisation, I value my repetation fel
honor, truth, coura_e and manhood as highls
as you can value yours, and eciesequeatly am
not disposed to allow roar derogatory stele
menta or Glom of your friends to peas unotkal
lenged.
With • good deal at unnecessary violence al
language you tale ereept ens no as Istervie•
WWI me pubitshed in the R-withisese severrai
days after the election eceveseneng se lateretue
with President Cleveland about two weeks be
fore the election. The state inmate made by has
Is connection with that interview I have before
stated, soil here reiterate, were sabetsiatially
eorreet. The President did speak ellaperaglnee
ly of the prospect' of hie Meetioa reseides
New York the weak place in the DelnOgriegg
tine, sod did attrieu e the weekoess to thefts.
satisfaction, not to say the dis..ffeetters.
Mayor Hewitt., Over r sor Hill end libirriff Omar.
la your fire% statement to the public, on No'
'ember IS, you deny that any conversation et
She kind occurred "The President pavers:yes
dotted Mr. Hewitt's or Mr. Grant's mason" roe
said, "nor did I, our say one e De."
In a later statement of November 18 you elk
'pitted that Mr. Hewitt's name was timetteeed,
and in another, which was ensiled in the New
York Sire ef the seine date, you admitted thel
Mr. Beeline Mr. Grant • and Cismernoe Mr"
names were mentioned. If year memory est
no torso/tomef is the trot plate. mid lies r•
consideration you were able se remember so
much which at first you einphetiostly dented
It would seem that you might have been • 111:
tie more guarded la Justine to yowled( In ins
pe•Mong In ungsMVISed terms Ey veracity. Bet
unfortunately Just m the deers, that you are
competed to admit what 1 meted and you Oe
Med, Or In other words, that I am right and Tee
IWO wrong. You became personally abusive,
and finally dernoureeed we as acting the part of
espy in the interest at the Republicass.
gaily speaking. if yon are Audited in applying
Qat epithet to me, the-e must how bees
semetaing said. In toe course of UM
11119•Vermalon with the President week It
Would have been of adroallage to Use IlLopols-
beams to kaow. If ft wee not whist I MOW
what wee it? You we reit sows Wel I ted
not steur half Mai was said, Sad that I he,.
not •uilstod any confidence Mout you or lio
President. Of any faith werord the Dessaanaid
party Yar apphoeSsois of the term to WO
wily shows 0184 you see mad sad lamas ••
random
It would probably be going canaille of the
record tor me to surtese, 80 Idle oosarsettea.
whet you Mow very well. that Ws latesesee 14
the peewees. of Now York is Isr-reeettlas ead
Ms bees exerted in tee sieettoe of s leer
tor tram Keats Ay, and test tee goer
bon of your reoiteetioa vitt be de-
eded by the LegisIdere Of that /nets
to be °boson next August and that, there/era
it behove°e you not lie boom Me tewor of these
masters of pollUtal mirk's*. Partly is otow ef
Nue fact. I avian it yeses Isubeeristree ea my
pert to meatiest weal pee sore le Mi.Ihervitt.
and I assure you I sineerely regret nairtag dose
so.
Now. Senator, I epororeoh • point in the cow
troversy which I would gladly 'mold, hal, mile
wroth( which, as yea have given it great prone
teeisee, I am oompeled to *peak plainly.
mean your ellusions, direct and rantreot. 111
what you are pleased to °weeder the diger-
ence hi our portal position in life, aed the sego
meot that your inert, Mr Phil B Thomp.
son, bases these on, to the effect thai
it is impossible that you o.outa hold any nor.
respondence with me of • persoaal mature. Our
Meta& friends may not recognise Yu meserap.
Ws of superiority. but let that pass. I Mlles*
say that you are prompted to tau by considera-
tions unworthy of • man courage, butt will
say that you are pursuing ex '4-Cy the coarse •
coward might be ex portal lo Purses, wider like
Circumstances, gad certain y it is not the part of
courage to denounce • ma. and at the mune
time seenme that your posittoe is no Irille&
more exalted than his that he need not expect re-
dress from you. As for myself. while I have
ant said any thdig is tees letter or In any of my
interviews with mein ben of the pewit, which 1
did not believe was true nor se• thing %hot is
or was intended to be personalty odessetes, yet
If at any time, or for any nature, you should ao.
We • ineeilay with me. I can assure TOW MOM
your slightest int mat  to that effect will
meet with prompt ruention on my part.
It rests with you to say what the result of the
eostreversy wilt be. S °certify.
A. W. ROCKS&
Senator Black burn Silent.
Special to the New Era.
lAn,tsviLLE, Ky., Nov. 23.-Sena-
tor Blackburn is preserving a rued
deeorous and discreet silence, and it
is not believed here that Moore will
deliver the challenge unless he sends
it through the mail. A special from
Omaha states that Moore is no better
than Rucker and that neither is
worthy of notice. The special inti-
mates that it is not the Missouri John
C. Moore of dueling fame, who is con-
ducting the affair, but some other
Moore. It would 'seem so.
Remain* Identified.
Speeds' to the New Era.
NASHVILLE, Nov. 24.-The remains
of the young man who committed eui-
eitie here a eoupie of nights ago, and
who was believed to have been a
printer from Loulmville, have been
Identified as %'ill Riehardson, a eon
of one of the most prominent citizens
of Nashville.
A Big l'ave-he
ILKESHA RIO:, PA., Nov. 24.-A
piece of territory half a mile in ex-
tent caved in last night. The earth
sank fully six feet over the entire area.
No lives were lost, but many houses
were badly damaged.
- -
Why Wooten Fade.
Women tome their beauty because
mitie undermine their life. DeAcker'si
English Remedy for Consumptiqn is
an absolute cure for colds. Sold by H.
B. Garner.
RANDOM REMARKS.
Private opinions Publicly Expressed
on Penton. and Things.
I sat in a window overlooking the
street the other night when the Re-
publican procession was marching to
and fro. There were several ladies in
the room who had availed themselves
of its convenience to witness the torch
brigade and to hear the distinguished
gentlemen of the party expose in their
own original and peculiar manner the
feistier and sophism§ of the Demo-
cratic party. In the words and in the
features of one of these ladies I found
something to atone for the bitterness
and piortifleation incident to the de-
feat of our candidates and the tem-
porary overthrow of the grand prin-
ciples of our pal ty. She is a typical
southern girl, a true daughter of the
sunny south, inheriting all of a wo-
man's love for the land of her nativi-
ty, and a woman's pridelin the chiv-
alry of her men, in the grace and
beauty of her women. She was born
In the Democratic party and a Demo-
crat she is, unalloyed and unrecon-
structed. She gazed at the howling,
hooting radicals in the street below
with an expression of contempt which
mirrored vividly the thoughts which
were passing in her mind at that
time.
She might not have known any-
thing of the abstract questions of po-
litical economy dividing the two
great parties. She had probably nev-
er read Adam Smith, never heard,
perhaps, ofRicardo or Say. The Mills
bill may have been a sealed book to
her, and about the intricacies of the
surplus she never bothered her pret-
ty head. She didn't know or care
whether the tariff made the steel
wire forming the bustle she wore
higher or lower, or what increase it
caused in the price of the leather
which encased her shapely patrician
foot with it. instep arched like Apol-
lo's bow when drawn to slay the Py-
thon. The duty on cosmetics which
her flushed cheeks glowing with
health demanded not, was a thing of
little import to her. Her young mind
had never attempted to thread the
tangled, winding labarynth of poli-
tics. But there are many things she
did know, many bitter things she did
remember while she listened to the
wild yells of a rabble rejoicing in the
overthrow of an honest government.
it**
She knew the party that abused the
rights of the south, and overrun her
territory with a million mercenaries
and she knew how smoking ruins and
wasted fields and desolated homes
marked the progress of the invasion;
she knew the partythat hung an inno-
cent woman; she knew the party that
imprisoned men who dared to pro-
claim their convictions. She knew
the party that backed with bayonote
the usurpation of her people's rights.
She knew who were the actors and
instigators in the bloodiest and most
cruel drama of our history. All of
these things she remembered while
she sat in the window there, though
ishe may have forgiven long since.
st*t.
An austere philosopher once said
when a true genius appears in the
world he may be known by this sign,
that the dunces are all in confederacy
against him." It will be observed
that he uses the masculine pronoun,
for this same philosopher did not take
much stock in the fair *ex as tilos*
who are familiar with his writings
well know. To a true genius of either
sex his words may apply with equal
truth. In literary fields particularly
is this truth apparent. The person,
whether man or woman, who departs
from precedent, ignores custom and
stamps individuality on each pro-
duction is assailed with every avail-
able missile by those whose minds are
too dull to depart from the old chan-
nels of thought. Three remarks are
suggested by the various attacks
which have been made upon the
works of the gifted young daughter of
the south, Amelle Rives. At the
hands of those critics who have con-
fined themselves exclusively to her
prod uctious she has generally received
her deserts, but those who have
covertly attacked her own purity of
character by associating her with the-
most revolting creations of her brain
have wronged the woman and are re-
stxmeible for the almost unenviable
positiou which she now ot•cuples be-
fore the public.
•••
With more genius titan judgment,
with less prudence than ambition, she
hastened the publication of a work
which her less fortunate rivals have
perverted and misconstrued and
tortured inter suggestions which never
entered her own mind. This work
made her fatuous, it is true, ani
turned the eyes of the literary world
upon her. It immediately raised her
to a position where the public could
see her and the yahoos of the 'mete
who pelted her with paragraphs and
witicisms were determined that she
should not be seen as she really was.
I am persuaded that she would have
preferred the quiet and seclusion of
her grand old Virginia home with its
foreets and fields to the place in the
public estimation which the publica-
tion of the "Quick or the Dead" gave.
The severest and bitterest criticisms
are the children of envy and jealousy,
and to borrow an idea from the phi-
losopher above quoted the most unre-
lenting critics are those who have
been disappointed in their
entry aspirations.
Mhos Rives :for so she is still known
will publish in the December Lippin-
cott a poem or rather a series of son-
nets forming "an organic whole" en-
titled "To All Women." The poem,
says a critic in the New York Herald,
is instinct with melody and passion
and a yearning, tender love and sym-
pathy. The sonnet from this forth-
coming poem, which I reproduce,
could never have been written by one
who did not possess all of the refine-
ment, all of the love and tender sym-
pathy, and all of the sensibilities of
a woman.
own lit-
Dear God, that I could gather to my heart
In one• suprente pang all the awful throes
That wrench the heart of women (-take their
woes,
As form the tired children's hands that slide
apart
We lift the burden that has made them smart.
Or from some stem whereon a 'sweet flovre•r
emirs
Strip all the thorns, and 'rive them n hack the
rose!
I could bear bravely all my life this pert.
Could but theIrsufTerringehare my grieve with
me.
Oh. I would live and die a t hominid times
Could but my death at last buy w •n rest.
Yet, loving Chrint, since such thing (unmet be,
Grant that each day my hive, III Illally climes,
Reach out its conifort Weems. anguletied
breast.
ROBERT RANDOM.
De Net Safer say Leager.
Knowing that a cough can be
checked in a day, and the first stages
of consumption broken in a week, we
hereby guarantee Dr. Acker's English'
Remedy for Consumption, and will ,
refund the money to all who buy, take
it SA per directions, and do not find
our statement correct. Sold by H. B.
Garner.
•
WASHINGTON.
Preparations Being Made for
the Inaugural Ball.
Cleveland Will Reiterate His Tariff
Views in His December Message.
nepublittan. Quarreling Over the
Spoils-tither \etas.
Special to the New Era.
WASHIN(PTON, Nov. 26.-Washing-
ton is busy in preparation, not so
much for congress, which will assem-
ble in about a week, as for the new
administration, which will come in
three months. The Republicans will
spare neither money nor pains to give
Harrison a splendid welcome. Mili-
tary and political organizations will
swarm; hotels and boarding houses
will groan; there will be fire works,
a mammoth inaugural ball in the big
pension office, and the new tuiminire
tration will be launched with much
eating, drinking, dancing, saturnalia,
et cetera.
No better place could have been
chosen for the inaugural ball than
the enclosed court of the pension
building. It is almost as big as out-
doors, yet it is perfectly warmed,
ventilated, fire-proof, and has three
tiers of broad, strong and spacious
balconies which make excellent points
of view for those who do not wish to
dance on the half acre of floor below.
It is the same place in which the
Cleveland inaugural ball was held
four years ago. It seems to me but
yesterday I Kew him come into the
immense assemblage on the arm of
Mr. l'endleton, the present minister,
to Germany. He had a half pleased,
half confused expression and manner
that suggested a country girl who had
come to town, and found herself the
object of unaccustomed attention. I
maw him again only recently as he
drove from the White House with
Mrs. Cleveland for a two week's stay
at Oak View, for the purpose, it is
said, of preparing his message to con-
gress. It takes a president a long
time to write a message. An ordinary
newspaper man would write as much,
and perhaps more readable stuff in a
week; but then they do not have to
be No careful about what they say.
It is said that the president will be
heard of again on the tariff. Nothing
is more probable. Since he had the
courage to hazard a universally con-
ceded election for his belief in a more
honest and equal revenue system, it
is not probable that a momentary
repulse will change his views, or his
manner of expressing them. It must
be fought out on this line if it takes
all the ages. Not a quadrennial pres-
ident, but an eternal principle is in-
volved.
The Republicans here are already
hot in quarrel over the spoils, and the
task before Mr. Harrison, of feeding
50,000 on a few loaves and fishes, is
one which has not been performed
except by tniracle. I have seen more-
lean and hungry looking Republicans
on the streets since the election, than
I ever saw Dernocrate. This is their
domicile. They sleep, eat and espe-
cially drink here; they have their
washing done apparently nowhere.
The dead beats and sots that M.
Cleveland turned out of office for In-
competence, beeatiee they could do
nothing, and because there was noth-
ing for them to do, have all loomed
up, and they have their influence be-
hind them. On the 4th of March the
scramble will begin.
There is every probability now that
the celebration of the Discovery of
America in 11492 will receive the sup-
port of both parties. A meeting of
the promoters of this patriotic enter-
prime from all parts of the Union. is
now in session here.
Vice-President-eleet Morton is in
the city, 58 are many members of the
house and of the senate. The coming
'session of congress promises to be
business like, and it must be brief,
for this congress cannot sit longer
than 12 m. on the fourth of March.
latte. It will go out at the moment
the new president comes in. Whether
Mr. Harrison will Pall an extra ses-
sion of the new eongresm or not, is a
queotion much diliVII0144.(1 ill 1)01111 cal
eireltet. The prt•valling opinion is
that he will not "all an extra woolen.
But opinions+ on the subject are little
better than guesses. No one knows
what political surprises may flash in
the next three menthe, or what the
new administration may desire or be
compelled to do. At all events the-
coming year is bound to be one of
great changes and of exciting interest
from a national stand point.
S. A. C.
Electrie Bitters.
This remedy is becoming en well
known and so popular as to need no
special mention. All who have used
Electric Bitters sing the saute' song of
praise-A purer mt•dicine does tee t•x-
let and it is guaranteed te do all that
is claimed. Electrie Bitters will cure
all diseases of the Liver and Kidneys.
will remove Pimples, Bolls, Salt
Rheum and other affections caused by
impure blood. Will drive Malaria
from the system and prevent as well
as cure all Malarial fevers. For cure
of Headache, Constipation and Indi-
gestion try Electric Bitters. Entire
satisfaction guaranteed, or money re-
funded. Prier rpo cents and $1 per bot-
tle, at Harry B. Garner'e City Phar-
macy.
Sullivan Wants to Fight.
Special to the New Era.
HorrroN, Nov. 24.-Sullivan offers
Charles Mitchell $1,500 to stand up
before him eight rounds, Inaleh to
occur within the next five weeks.
The ItepublicanHe.•61,u'.eill.Contes el the Next
Special to the New Era,
W ASH I NUTON , Nov. 24.-By the
tifficial returns now in, with four dis-
tricts to hear from, which it is
thought will be evenly divided, the-
house now stands: 161 Republicans,
160 Democrats. The enemy eeems to
be in possession of the fort. An ex-
tra session for the purpose of organ-
izing before the majority dies is con-
templated by them. There is a whis-
per that Mahone and Quay are con-
templating a contest in the courts in
order to get Virginia counted for
arritton.
Pi es! Meal Reeling Piles I
Symptoms-Moisture; intense itch-
ing and stinging; most at night ; worse
by scratching. If allowed to continue
tumors form, which often bleed and
uleerate,beeoming very eore.Swayne's
Ointment stops the itching and bit•ed-
ing, heals ulceration, and in most
cartes removes the tumors. At drug-
aists, or by mail, for 50 tents. Dr.
Swayne & 'on, Philadelphia.
Oat vet4 F71. caged.
At the meeting of Evergreen Lodge
held at the lodge rooms Thursday
night the following officers were elect-
ed for the ensuing Six months:
Bailey Waller, C. C.; C. E. Kene-
dy, V. C.: W. I. Thom peon, ; Jim.
Feland M. of A.; W. C. Wright, K.
of R. and S.; Fount West, M. of F.:
M. L. Elb, M. of E.
RANTING RAD&
They take the Town and Ratite Cahi
Generally.
At an 'early hour Friday evening,
even before the sun had hidden his
face in shame, thecountry delegations
began to pour into the ctty to swell
the crowd and tumult of the grand,
glorious and gorgeous Republican
ratification. Every ‘preparatIon had
been made by our Republican friends
for the reception of the crowds sent
In from the several districts. From
the summit of the pole U-liere recent-
ly a Democratic flag floated, a liar-
risen banner now hung limp and life-
lees without the faintest perceptible
vibration. A large stand was erected
on Main street in front of the court-
house and decorated with colors and
banners, from which after the pro-
ceitsion had proceeded through the
prinelpie streets with torch, trumpet
and transparency, the gospel accord-
ing to St. James G. Blaine was to be
preached. The line of march was as
follows: Down Main from the court-
house to First; out Meet to Virginia;
in Virginia to Second; out Second to
('lay; in Clay to Seventh : out Seventh
to Campbell; in Campbell to Four-
teenth ; out Fowteenth to Main; in
Main to the court-house.
At seventeeloek the clans had gath-
ered and headed by mounted police-
men and a brass bend the procession
moved down Main, street which was
lined with enthusiastic Republicans
and dberusted Demoorats. It was a
beautiful eight, that • long winding
river of torches, stretching far back,
&Invest two bloeke! And in it were
gathered the floWerd of the land, the
pick of the pot, the bone and sinew of
the Republican party. On they came,
two abreast, three abreast, even one
abreast, cheering for Harrison, Lin-
eoln, Garfield, free trade and protect-
ive "traffic." It was a monster gath-
ering, full 400 strong, and it ought to
have been for this is their banner
county. And the white brothers
were there, full 50 in line, counting
both men and boys, and they whooped
'em a little and then mysteriously
disappeared, to where, the Lord only
knows. It was a great day-for the
colored brother.
After traversing the principle streets
in the order named above they formed
ill front of th stand where the band
discounted such music as Was best
calculated to revive the enthusiasm
which had not been spent on the
tedious march, and then to the accom-
paniment of fire
-crackers and roman-
candles and anvils and revolver* and
such other implements and instru-
ments as are essential to the success
of a Republican rally, the speakers
Poured-forth their wealth of words
and occasional ideas upon the dark
and tumultuous sea of faces below
them. They killed the Democracy,
they damned it, they delivered it over
to the devil, they buried it, and not
content with this, they resurrected it
again, picked it to pieees and dis-
tributed the bloirody fragments to the
yelling crowd as trophies of a "famous
vietoree." They fought the battles of
the civil war again, they marched in
triumph over the disinterred bones of
the battlefield with flying colors. put
down the rebellion a Is Halstead, and
wished there were more rebellions to
put down. They hung every traitor
and wetted forever the question of
stater rights. They pensioned all the
loyal veterans, all of the home guards,
and to every man who put on a blue
coat and stumped his toe they accorded
part of the "honah" of having
saved the glorious union and perpet-
uating "this mighty republic." They
!mule a raid on the treasury, they
eaptured the great surplus which has
been for years the thorn in the na-
tion's flesh. They turned all the ras-
cals out, multiplied the number of
federal offices, lightened the incum-
bent duties and appropriated the eur-
plus towards increasing the salaries,
and to all who died while spreading
the faith they promised a corner lot
in totraditte with seven dark
-eyed,
passionate Hourie to attend them.
Ah they hail a glorieue time, they
ti id.
TIER IlitoTREIts WHIPPED HIM.
Hr. Stiller, of bon Badly neaten
AVItile on a Peolrosolottal
to the Nett' Era,
Lot' IMVI 1.I.E, Nov. 24.-Dr. J. A.
Miller, a promiuent young physician
of this city, was badly beaten and cut
up Wednesday night, anti a seneat ion-
al story- as to the cause's which led to
it is now going the rounds. The
,voung die tor Mut been attending Miss
Mary Biller, at her house on Cheat-
nut street. On Tuesday a pretty
young sister of the patient called on
the doctor to get Slittle medicine, and
trettinz, it returned home. NVedie•s-
day he was hastily called to see MOOS
Ili I hr. and when he entered the houtte,
was seized by two brothers of the
young lady, who told him
that he had insulted their sister
wht•n she visited hint at, his offiee,and
zinlessin• paid them $.5e0 they would
it hip him. Title the doctor refused
to do, and turned to go, when one of
them knocked hitn down aml beat him
into insensibility. When he regained
eonsciouttness, the girl's father was
toweling over hint with a knife, hut
he was allowtel to go without further
molestation. The doctor has always
herne a good reputatior, and Kays it is
a blackmailing scheme.
NIP AND TUCK.
I hie Man to Ikeitle Whieh Party Cen-
trals the Next Home,.
speetai to the New Era,
WASHINGTON, Nov. 23.-The com-
plt•xion of the next house is still in
doubt. The Denmerate claim to have
t•leettel three congressmen in Virgin-
ia. and granting this to be true, the
!limey stands 162 Republicans 162
I tettiocrats and one Independent.
Thus will the vote of one man deter-
mine whirl' party is to organize the
next house. This Intit•pentlent is II.
I). Coleman, from the Second Louisi-
ana district. He has always been
clasetel as a Democrat, but .was in-
dented by the Republieantusf-the See-
owl district as well as the Indepen-
dent Democrats, Mr. Coleman is
represented as a man who has the
eourage to do whatever his eonvie-
tione may (Relate, anti it ie reports-ti
that ntany of ids influential Demo-
('ratio' friends who were inetrumen-
tal in bringing him out Keil eongreept-
ional candidate stay he will never go
into the Republivan eaueus. When
the Forty-Sixth congress was organ-
ized the Democrats eleeted Randall
speaker by a small majority. The
probability. is that the Itt•publieans
have elected two of the four West
Virginia members, which, would
give then' a bare majority of one.
A Sad Story.
Th4. child coughed. The mother ran.
No remedy was neur. Heron. morning
Ithe 
peer little suffert•r was (heel.
Moral: Always keep Dr. Aeker's
English Remedy at hand. Sold by
II. B. Garner.
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(HE NEW ERA.
-real.181111D ST-
New Ere Praia,. sad Pi/Within.; fe,
HESTER wawa, ereista•sit.
81 A YEAR.
:Ho FICZ NEW .IRA BUILDING
7th, street, near
istelnItiesvteen. KgaiTt cot e.
S inch ars= insertion, .
" one ir mat -
" throe months
" a x months -
" one year - - 15 00
ilitional rates may be had by application
ic °Mee.
ar Transkei advertisements !nest be paid for in
advance..
... (ergs* for yearly advertisements *Ili be onto
e • ed quarterly.
advertisements inserted without specified
time will be charged for nuttl ordered out.
• euouneemente of Marriages rod Deaths not eg-
gs siting live line.. bud notices of prsaceing one-
honed gratis.
Lir Obituary !antic**, iteasituUnt.• of Reeeect and
other atenliar geckoes. eve ',eons per tine
FRIDAY,NOVEMBER 36,1888
TRItili COUNTY is again agitating
the question of giving aid to the Cairo
Tennessee River Railroad. The
Naw ERA would say this: You, of
all people, need a road and need it
badly. The mineral wealth of your
county is great, its development
means riches. Until you get an out-
let, you can never hope for much:
your lands will lie idle because you
have no market for your produce,
your timber must grow up anti die
because it cannot be used for manu-
facturing purpottee, your hidden stores
of wealth must remain undiscovered
because no one cares to prospect when
no good can come of the finding; you
can hope for no advancement because
there is no room. A railroad to you
means increased tile and activity
among the producers, it means the
cultivation of more land. it means a
market for your produce, it means
increased population and assessable
property, it means cheaper goods, it
means more of the conveniences of
life, it means better times, altogether
It means prosperity.
THE tobacco growers in other sec-
tions are devising ways and means to
protect themselves in the:sale of their
crop. The plan in this district is non
production, and while it can hardly be
successfully carried out may result in
decreased production, which would be
beneficial. At Warsaw in upper Ken-
tucky on Monday the situation was
thoroughly discussed, and it was the
unanimous opinion of all that the
present crop should be held until bet-
ter prices could be obtained than now
will apparently be offered. It was
also urged that the future crops should
be so confined to a reasonable produc-
tion as to obtain for the farmers a re-
munerative price for their labor. A
committee was appointed to corres-
pond with farmers in the counties
comprising the White Burley district
with a view to having all the counties
In the district to meet in a convention
to adopt such resolutions as would
Inure to the benefit of all, anti also to
pool the present crop until satisfacto-
ry prices could be obtained.
MUM LENSES*: will be treated to the novel
experience of a court of claims next week.
Clairns accruing since '71 are to be passed
upon. It is seldom that &bony of magistrates
are called upon to sit down to a task of great-
er magnitude than tha.t. Owing the court next
week. A just, careful and conscientious dis-
charge of the work before them will prove a
great stride in the direction of future pros-
perity of the county.-11uhlenherg Echo.
Had this been done when her debt
was first saddled upon her, Muhien-
berg would be in a good financial con-
dition to-day. A debt, however small,
if allowed to stand uncredited with
payments, with principle increased
by interest, and interest increased by
principle, will in time become large
and burdensome. While her debt
was large in proportion to her means
at the time, regular assessments
would not have been very burdensome.
She is taking a step in the right direc-
tion now, and the NEW ERA wishes
well for her future.
A BRIDE of a day! What a world
of sadness is there in that sentence!
And yet when the world reads of the
accident in Virginia which loot to a
young woman the husband of a day,
of his heroic effort to *aye her life
thereby forfeiting his, how brief a
time will it engross the attention! To
one heart it means a sorrow than
which no other could be deeper,
and time but only lighten; to the
world but an incident. A morning
for her of brightness and an evening
of desolation. A bride for a day! A
widow fora life! Truly, the work-
ings of God are wonderful.
MANUFACTURINU enterprises al-
ways go where most encouraged,
where the best inducements are of-
fered. Hopkinsville is a growing
city; she must not allow these enter-
prises to pass by her. A thorough
and progressive council would look
out for these things. The ticket pre-
sented this afternoon for your consid-
eration is made Up of just such men;
they are progressive to the backbone;
they are young men; they are also
men of prudence and ability, as well
of business capacity.
The city election is close at hand
and upon the result hinges a great
deal. In the selection of councilmen,
care should be taken that they are all
properly imbued with the spirit of
progress. The future of our city de-
pends on this. We want men who,
while possessed of prudence, have
plenty of dash and energy in their
composition. We want men who are
thoroughly alive to the importance
of the hour; willing and not afraid to
take hold and push our interest.
No man loses by contributing to
public enterprises. At the time, it
may seem like money wasted, but
nothing is gained unless something is
risked. The close-fisted business man
never accomplishes as much as his
more liberal, far-sighted brother. A
dollar invested for public advertising
will return tenfold. Bear this in
mind, ye men who are interested in
Hopkinsville.
THE people are commenting very
favorably on the Progressive ticket
for eity councilmen. This comment
Is deserved. It is composed of
progressive men, and its election
would inure to the benefit of Hop-
kinsville. The time for hard and
active work is upon us, and if it is
not done, we will always regret it.
Courier
-Journal: The Hopkins-
ville DAtet, NEw ERA is in a fair
way to prosper. It has not got a libel
suit on the docket yet, but it is threat-
ened with a boycott. As a back ac-
tion machine the boycott beats any-
thing yet invented.
Just suppose that Harrison's civil
service notions should stand in the
way of the hungry horde of Republi-
can office-seekers! The sight would
almost repay the Democrats for their
Jr is intimated that Hon. Roger Q.
Mills will make the race for the
United States *senate. Either Mills
or Carlisle must remain in the house
to lead the forces there.
As soon as the fact was made known
teat Harrison favored:annexing Can-
&la, a telegram from that dominion
istnounced that the thermometer
at 20 degrees below zero.
Seeeos
L'S.TEICESTLNO COMPARISON.
TtAifference in the vote and ma-
jorities in each district in the state
election Jest year and the national
this year, inakean interesting study.
In some districts this year many
refrained front voting, and or
course the majority of these were
Dentoerats, while In others the Dem-
ocratic tutiority was largely In-
creased. For eimple emnparlson the
vote of SO mild be the proper one,
but for a stludy the 'ST vote is more
interteting became, it tests the popu-
larity of candidattit. By diet net s the ,
Demovratie majorities east for Beek- /
tler wore:
1.413
4140
706
Seventh dist .. ; . 3;133
Aggregate *me:wrath.. majorny . 16,140
The Republican majorities; were:
Third district 1,910
Eighth district
Ninth distriet
Tenth distriet
Eleventh dittriet
Aggregate litepublican majority
Net Democratic majority .. 10„Str2
recent eleetion were as follows:
The Delnocratic majorities in:
Second dist et, W. T. Ellis
First dist", W. J. Stone 5,34.5
Third diettitit. I. H. Goodnight 1,735
Fourth district, A. B. Montgomery 4.491
First district
S4,1111li seises
atrth distrtt
795
Ale
1,066
1,115
Fifth district. Asher O. ('truth 3,tr27
Sixth dairies, John U. Carlisle 6.11d0
Seventh district, W. C. P. Breckinridge 7.9A5
Eighth district. Jas. B. McCreary 1;49
Ninth distriil, Thos. H. istenter 376
vgrealeter!Dentocratic majoilty
NIajoritiet for Republican catttli-
dates: :
Tenth district. John Wilson
F:leventh dintriet, F. Finiey
Aitgrcgato Republican majorit3
Net Democratic majority
It will Ise siren that the Republic,ns
carried tiVe districts last year; this
year only two. In one of these, the
Tenth, the majority for Bradley in '87
was, 1,056, but it was cut down this
year to 473, clearly demonstrating
Bradley's popularity over the local
candidate. In the Eleventh the case
was reveleted.
In the First district", Buckner's ma-
jority in 1'87 was 1,158 larger than
Stone's iin this election. This was
probablydue to the lack of interest
manifested by Democrats in that die-
trict in this election.
In the Second district, Buckner's
majoritylwas only 1,627, while Ellis
carried it by 3,453. The difference
here is 'quite interesting. Many
Democrats did not vote at all this
year, yet the majority is still much
larger.
All through the changes are
marked, and the difilTenee htvote
strange. In some ease's, it can be
accounted for by better organization,
while in others it Is almost unex-
plainable. The vote of '87 could
hardly have been due to Bradley's
popularity, but rather to an inde-
finable prejudice which seemed
to have existed against Buckner.
It is needless to say that were
the same race to be made again now,
the change would be as marked in the
Other direction.
°UR FUTURE AT STAKE.
The NEW ERA would impress upon
the bust/wee men the necessity of
assisting the Commercial club in its
work. That body is now trying to
secure a secretary whose business it
will be to answer all communications
addreseed to the club or to any citizen
who receives such in regard to the
county and city., It will further be
the duty of the secretary to gather all
statistics relative to the products,
lands, and general resources of the
county and compile them for the use
of the club, or any one else who 'de-
sired the information. It will be his
duty to devise ways and means to
properly advertise the county, sub-
ject, of oourse, to the club's approval.
and see that our advantages are made
known to the world. The value of
such work cannot but be 'recognized
at a glance. Look what the Com-
mercial club of Louisville has done
for that city! It is worth hundreds
of thousands of dollars annually to
her. The club of this city, if properly
supported, will be of inestimable
benefit. It takes unity of action to
accomplish anything. In view of
this, when the committee calls on you
for assistance to help pay the salary
of the much-needed secretary, do not
evade it by saying, "I must wait and
consult my partner," or "I will think
over it," but come down like a man
and give something substantial. If
you are interested in your countyand
city, you owe it to them to contribute.
If you are in favor of progression,
plank down the cash and prove it.
The people of this and surrounding
states are watching us now; our
future is at stake; see that you do
your part of the work on hand. Help
out the club.
Mren complaint has been made
recently by people in different por-
tions oil the city that the street lamps
are turned out too early, that some
are not lighted, and that, others go
out after lighting. The NEW ERA
to raise a disturbance about
this 'neater, but it must be remedied.
If it is the fault of the gas companwi
it must be corrected, because there is
a contract which requires that each
lamp shall burn six hours per night,
and the city pays for that. If it is
the fault of the lamps if they are im-•
properly made, that must &leo be cor-
rected, because the people pay for
lights as well as lamps. Now, gen-
tienten of the council, stir yourselves
and see that something is done, else
the NEw :ERA will feel called upon to
make it unpleasant for somebody.
REPORTS from all the surrounding
cities are to the effect that prepera-
dons for extensive advertising are
being made. The Owensboro business
men will soon send out a large pant-
phlet 8 owing the advantages of their
city. his is so of a nuniber of other
Places. Hopkinswille can't afford to
be behind in this work. The com-
mereia, club, if properly assisted, will
do this for U8. It IS for this purpose
that a Secretary is wanted. Money
lispent i this way will return a hun-
dred fo d.
A Utile telegram this morning front
Chicage brings the information that
notwithstanding Mr. Harrison's elec-
tion, the Chicago Rolling Mills Co.,
has redheed the wages of its employes.
We understoaxi that Republican suc-
cess means increased wages.
THE Globe
-Democrat truthfully re-
mark?, that Samuel J. Randall's ap-
proach to convalescence has not been4eerious y retarded by the news of the
great litieal defeat which his party
has just suffered.
TIIE ',lumbers of St. Joseph, Mo.,
lave struck for higher wages. It is
said that deeds to the houses on
which they work instead of Mint&
ortgages Is all they ask.
THEItiE is one consolation, Dakota
can't pit into the sisterhood of states
before summer, and we will all be
acclimated before next winter.
MaJ. Crumbaugh for Collector.
A petition addressed to the incom-
ng administration, asking that Maj.
'rumbsugh, ex-colleetor, and at pees-
nt pregident of the First National
hank of this city, be appointed inters
nal revenue collector to succeed Hon.
Hunte Wood, is being circulated in
this city by J. P. Prouse, and is re- 1
iceiving the signatares of our leading
citizens, irrespective of party.
- -- - 
-- - -
What They May
Monitor.
The Ilbpkinsville New ERA its. now
publishing a daily, which is -full o
newe and a credit, to its entdrprialu
projectors. Lbng may it )0'ave.
(*tiptoe nenmenst: •
The K erfTeceY NEW ERA has Ws-4.0„..,, it...a four page, seven voltam(
daily. Mitt, newsy, (lean, a cred '
to its birth plates may it live long
prosper and be of material aid I
betneng rttriattan county tnto th
Demooratio fold.
Ellitem Progress.
We have teecivell a copy of the fire
number of the Hopkineville lentA
NEW ERA, which made its debut his
week. It is a newsy, bright sheet
Fifth distrie large and well printed, and is ahl.
Sixth district edited by Mr. Homer Prince. We ex
tend our heartiest congratulation
for the success of the daily.
Muhlenberg Echo.
The Hopkinsville DAILY NEW En.
Is on our table. Its initial nutlike
looks well and we congratulate Hop
kinaville. She forges alongside o
Clarksville in good style, but there i
one point in n hieh Clarksville keel
ahead of her Kentucky rival howeve
anti that ia in the enterprise wit
which her merchants and busines
men reaehout after the trade of the tou
rounding country. You find Clark
ville advertisements in all the neig
boring newspapers to that pushin
little city. This kind of thing tell
ultimately., People like best to g
where they are invited in trade as i
social affairs. It is thus that adve
tieing helps not only the individu
but the entire city.
Calhoon Constitution.
If 6110 subscribers can be obtain
the Hopkinsville Tet-WeeKei NE
Elt.k will be merged into an evenit
daily. We venture the assertion rig
How that she will be a "daisy," e
pecially If Homer Prince remains
the helm.
t larksville Chronicle.
We have received a copy of ti
DAILY KENTITKY NEW ERA, reeen
ly started in Hopkinsyille. It is ab
edited and present' a creditable a
pearance. We wish them success.
•
Frankfort Capitol.
The Hopkinsville DAILY NEW ElliA
made its first appearance last weeh.
The new candidate for public favor P
a beautiful, well printed and edittel
newspaper, and deserves the mo t
substantial support its proprietors I
desire.
Hawesville. Philadvaler.
The Hopkinsville NEw ERA w
issued as an eight column daily F
day. We have not seen the paperb t
) ; r acquaintance with the propriet . r
ss I the editor, Homer Prince, telle tits
that the paper is all that a good pap+r
could be.
Union Loma.
The NEW ERA instead of a T
WEEKLY has now become a DAIL
It is neatly printed and full of t e
news of the day, and good read'
matter generally. This Is a step t
will certainly prove of great im
tanee to Hopkinsville, and the p
moters of it deserve the hearty sup-
port of the citizens of both town alcl
county.
A Centenarian.
One of the oldest men in the coun-
try died at Henderson last Thursd s
He was a colored man and his name
was William Clark. At the timejof
his death Ite was 100 years, 11 mont
and 13 days old. He was born n
Richmond, Va., where be lived ti
he was thirty years of age, when e
was brought to Kentucky, living a r
Frankfort about fifteen years, w
he was brought to that county, Iv re
he has since lived. He always
joyed good health, and was as act
an most men of 75 years, until nea ly
a year ago, when his health began to
fail him, and about six weeks) ago e
contracted a violent cold, which fin 1-
ly developed into pneumonia. wit' .11
enured his death, He leaves a n,
John E. Clark, Who is now in his h
year, and bids fair to live many ye rs
yet.
HOW'S 11115.
We offer One liundred Dollars RV wird
for any case of Catarrh that can not be
cured by! taking Hall's catarrh Cure.
F J CHENEY I CO., Pro .,
Toledo, 0
We, the undersigned. have know n,F.
.1. citeney tor ibe loot 16 years, aed he-
lieve him perianth honorable in all b I i.
lotus transact. , soot ettsucially 5i4.
io carry out any oteigatien. else I
Their ern'
West & frusx. • Whelesale Drug& tit,
Toleeo, Ohio
Welding, Kinnan & Mervin, Whole le
Druggists, Toledo, Oleo.
E. H. Van Hoesen, Cashier, 'l'olddo
Nationnl Bank, Toledo, Ohio.
Haifa Catarrh Cure ia taken Internist
ly, acting direetly upon the blond iaid
mucus surfaces of the ayatem. Pri e,
75e. per bottle. Mold by all Druggi to
. -en--
Dasuardly Deed of a Horse Poem r.
Several mornings since a most d s•
tardly attempt to poison all the stock
of Jack Tally, a farmer living noeth
of this city, was discovered, and the
guilty parties would be sunimar ly
dealt with if found. A quantity of
powdered glass mixed with corn meal
was discovered in the troughs of Mr.
Tally's stable, of which several had
of stock had eaten. One mule dl in
great agony from the effeets of Ihe
1poison, and several horses are v ry
ill anti not expected to recover.
MoonihIners Arrested.
Deputy United States Mundial' J.
T. Greer, of this city, arrested a !tutu-
ber of moonshiners at Adairvijle,
Logan county, yesterday, and had
them bound over to appear in the
Federal court at Owensboro for t al
this week. The prisoners are char eel
with retailing liquor at Adairv e
without paying revenue tax. On of
them,Wese Pickering, colored, is v ry
old and totally blind. It is thou ht
he will be proven innocent at de
trial.
Largo? Quarters Necessary.
Messrs. Ragsdale* Rice have lea
the large and commodious build g
recently occupied by pucker I Co. as
a carriage shop, and will move their
tobacco factory into it at an early
date. They will increase their far' li-
nes, as the establishment ham (*stied
to be an experinwet. Theft enter,
prising gentlemen have reiøou to fbett
highly flattered at the sale of thi•ir
tobisevott.
.-
Moving on Evanenue.
The Ohio Valley is moving on
Evansville. The Tribune says , that
on Monday night at a meeting of the
city council an ordinance granti g
the Ohio Valley Railway di Tenni al
(70. right of way into the city, en r-
ng on Indianwetreet, at the mat
end of the city, was read for the ti
time and laid over under the rul 44,
and the committee on streets and i-
w tleys as ordered to examine it as d
report at the next meeting.
I ned
Mr*. MildreolIt. Goodall, wife oft.-
('. fitssiall, at the residence of JO II
N. Mills, Tuesday at 10 o'elt =k:
She was all old and well-known laity
and had many acquaintances a d
friends in the city, having lived h e
upward, of slaty years.
•
For cuts, bruise repreine, bur ft,
scalds, frostbites eta' ellillblatue not
ing equals Salvation Oil. It anal 1-
'anis pain. Price SI cents a bot
To have good health medicine us
necessary occasionally. As a fami
medicine we can recommend La
ador, the great regulator, and aelvi
all to have a package constantly
hand for casco of necessity.
wwwwwwirowserwie
Monet roam Erreetai of the Storm Along
the Atlantit, Coast.
species tent.. New era.
The ComMissioner of Inter- NEw Youe,, Nov. 24i.-The first
storm of the winter is about over in
this inintediatiS vicinity but Is stilt
raging with unabated violenve along
the New Englaed coast. Telegraptile
communientIon with that ecialon Is
entirely etespeeded, The M'esterti
I' nem telegraph Unlit puny hits no
Regulators Making thing" Lively ow4 wIresiteiwit‘nt idly find eiiiiadel-
GENERAL NEWS.
=
sToitais la THE \
11111 Iteleillie Reports.
Teo 1 lemsand inarchists Cheer the i
ited Flee in 4 ilicilar0.
_
I be Cob wed Brother hi
%V ,tsil IN1TON, Nov. 27.--The annu-
al revert of the Coninilaslonera of In-
ternal Revenue issued yesterday, con-
tains a great deal of interest to Ken-
tucky. Collectiono for last year were
as follows by districts: Seeond, Col-
lectstr Hunter Wet $1,122,919 09 ;
Fifth, Collector Alt ilia Cox, $6,683,-
997 s-2; Sixth, Colleeter George H.
Davison, $3,711,734 95; Seventh, Col-
teeter James F. Robinson, $10,675,-
739 41; Eighth, Collector Thomas
Bronston, $985,296 48. During the
year seven Illicit stills were destroyed
two removed and eight persons arrest-
by Collector Wood; eeven stills de-
stroyed and six persons arrested by
Collector Cox; one still destroyed and
two "lemons arrested by Collector
Robinson, and twelve stills destroyed
and two persons arrested by Coneetor
Brouston. Property valued at $260
belonging to distillers was also
st.ized.
Anarchists et It.
Cinema°, Nov. 27.-The anarchists
are again holding their meetings in
and about this city. Last night two
thousand persona uproarouely tete:wed
a tableau in which an anarchist waved
aloft a crimson tanner and trod under
foot the stars and stripes. The extra-
ordinary occurrence took place just
outside the city limits in the northern
suburb of Lake View. The "'societies
tic turnverein," circulated last week
printed invitations announcing a free
entertainment Monday evening in
Lincoln Hall. The hail was crowded.
After sonic gymnastic exercises, the
curtain went up exposing the anar-
chist tableau. The scene reflected the
sentiment of the audience judging
front the storm) of applause which
lasted for several minutes.
Regulators; at Work.
Special to the New Era
CUR:Atm, Nov. 27.-A drummer for
a wholesale grocery in this city is just
In from a trip in Smith, Jackson and
Clay counties. He says a veritable
panic exists there over the operations
of a band of regulators by whom ne-
groes alone are molested. This or-
ganization appears to have its head-
quarters at Carthages*Smith county,
but ethers assert the regulators are
located in Tompkinsville, Ky., just
over the border.
ATTEMPTED sCICIDE
A Princeton Woman in Peerented from
Poisoning Herself in Louisville.
special to the New Era.
Lor eavieete Ky., Nov. 23.-A
young married yeoman hailing front
Prineeton attempted to (lemma sui-
cide at the mayor's office yesterday
afternoon but was prevented, a by-
stander snatching the poison from
her hand. She had a babe in her
arms when she came in and Mated
that two years ago she married Ed.
Davis, who Was clerk in a store at
Princeton, and who a short time
eince came here. Receiving a letter
from him to follow, she catne on, but
not being able eight(' him and being
out of money she determined to put
an end to her life, She was given a
ticket home and left last night.
Outraged His Charge,
to the New Era.
LOUISVILLE, Kr., Nov.epe-
eist from Birmingham, Ala., says:.
At Columbia, Henry county, Friday
night Mr. Meeks, a prominent mer-
chant of that place, was called away
on business and requested a 'young
man by the name of James W. Brooks
to sleep in his house at night, as his
wife was afraid to remain unpro-
tected. Breaks complied, and during
the night entered Mrs. Meeks' room,
and, after drugging her, Outraged her.
The woman's condition - was discov-
ered yeeterday and fatal results are
reared from the shock to her nervous
*patine Meeks wanted to shoot the
young fellow and would have done so
but for his.beiog in jail when be re-
turned. A lynching is expected.
A Former Citeunt Christian Dead.
Fir-rite to the New era
Ky„ Nov. Ze--Chris-
topher Dudley, it former Christian
county man, died ben) .yesterday.
Ile moved to this city about tifteeu
years ago, and was well known in this
state and Tennessee. He lettere a
wife end three children, .
A New Ortganksation.
IXDIANAPOLIS, IND., Nov. 29.-An
organization, to be known as the
fiemocratic Soldier!' and Sailors'
Veteran Association of Indiana was
perfected here last night. This Is the
result of the revolt against the 0.
A. It.
The Freer is Coaching.
Special to the New Era.
Loessvreete Nov. 29.-A couple of
German farmers, living near the city,
fought a duel with knives yesterday
evening. Each received several cuts
but no serious damage resulted.
Tobsceo Merehant Assigns.
special to the New Era.
CINCINNATI, 0., NOV. 29.-John
Barnes St Co., leaf tobacco merchants
of this city, made an assignment
yesterday. .Stisetts, $13,000;
$15,000.
WA.V116 goalie: PIE.
Maj. Urtimilaaugh Would. Like the Col-
lectorship for this Dintrkt.
We learn that Major S. R. Crum-
bough, president of the First Nation-
al Bank of this city, will be an appli-
caut for the collectorship, 'of this dis-
trict, when the preeent incumbent
goes out This information will be
received with regret by the many
friends of Major Crumbaugh in this,
his home, as, in case he receives the
tippointment, he will necessarily
spend much of his time away front
here. Yet, on the other hand, these
very friends desire Ids sueceige in the
application and believe he should re-
ceive the appointment because of
treatment which he revolved at the
hands of a former Republican atituiti -
iteration in which he had no opper-
ninny to vindicate himself. Major
Crumbaugh we* the collector of the
district under Mr. Arthur and while
here, in the diseharge of his duties,
made Itfiltie very bitter enemies, but
it still remains a feet that he filled
the position with credit and honor and
raised the office from fourth to first-
class In one month. This 'tithe high-
est proof of his executive ability and
administrative capacity and the pos-
session of these high quali-
ties has been called Into requi-
sition in various high trusts,
notably as president of South Ken-
tucky college and later as ',remittent
of the Fine National Bank, of' tithe
city. If honor, capacity anti special
knowledge of the duties of the place
are recommendations) for the office, 
phla; thus shutting offal! southern
pollee. The Aesociated Press, %Vieth-
tuition eircultS which usually runs
from this city tO Philadelphia, Buhl-
more aud Washington direct, is this
morning made iip by way of Buffalo,
Cleveland and Pittsburg. The storm
along the coast all tin. way front lint-
teras has been eery violent. • One of
the at dielestrous accidents which
have ever occuered to a tow of barges
its in the vicinity of New York. It
happened about 12 o'clock Sunday
morning in the3ower bay. Out of a
fleet of fifteen barges only three were
saved ell the rt;it went to the bottom
with t heir heavy cargoes which con-
sisted of coal. On nearly every barge
there were women and children and
although as yet it is not known that
*es' a ere lost it is little short .of mi-
raculous that itnybody on board es-
caped alive.
Bostrox, Nov. 27.-Many lives are
reported lost in tjle great storm of
Sunday night. It is not known how
many veloacts went down, but a goodly
number. The voluntary life-totVing
crew of Hull is eredited with saving
twenty-eight persons from disabled
vessels.
Lose BRANcii, N. J., Nov. 27.-The
loss at this point resulting from the
storm is eetiniated to hee300,00n.
Many manages; were undermined by
the waven and 'merle(' out to Kea.. The
bath houses and many residences of
wealthy New Yorkers were torn in
pieeee.
CAPE MAY, 'NOV. 27.-Theetrke is
running higheir than was eveanown
before, and the Half-waY hawse, just
within the city limits has been entire-
ly deetroyed. Much other damage
has resulted, the beach being strewn
for miles with the debris.
MANHATTAN• I.. I., Nov. 27.-The
Marine railroad, the east end of the
dopot, an esplanade whieh runs in
frost of the ManhattanBench Com-
pany's property and the Brighton
pavilion were ell carried out to era by
the heavy WRN'es yesterday.
It. Q. HMIS IN Ie)TteiS11.14E.
He Talks' Pelham and Says That the
Tariff Will again be the Issue.
Special to the New Era.
horisvmee, Kr., Nov. 27.-Hon.
Roger Q. Mills, who is now in the
city, regarding the late election says:
"Money in Indiana and treachery in
New York defeated Grover Cleveland,
the beet president the countryever
had, and placed the Republican party
at the head of the nation's 
affair,,"Mr. Mills, while admitting disap-
pointment at the result says: "The
Demoorate have net yet given up the
fight for principles and the rights of
the masses against the demands and
encroachment* of classes.
The tariff leant'will not be allowed
to mini intoirimignitieanee, but from
this time forward for the next four
years it will be kept before the people.
There will 1* no slacking up from now
on, until the damnable system of mo-
nopoly is torn out by the roots.
-- • ---- - ---
The Hoard Dithled.
Pretrial to the New ens
NAsitvreise, Nov. 2.e.-The con-
tested election ease between Bathe
(Dem) and Evans (Rep) of the Third
eengreesional, district has excited
muell intereet in this city and state,
and over the enuntry for that matter,
owing to thelchesenese of the house.
The case has been ably argued for the
past two daysl before the board of can-
vassers, anti has resulted Inn division,
Gov. Taylor stipporting Evans' claims
while Secretary of State Allison sup-
ports those of Bates. Evidences of
trawl are coming front Chattanooga,
five Georgia negroes on trial swearing
that they voted the Republican ticket.
The governor Kays that he will issue
certificates of election motile time dur-
ing the week, anti that one will be to
H. Clay Evans. Secretary Allieon
will be required to sign it simply In
the capacity of witness tat the gover-
nor's signature. Further action will
not be taken on this particular ease
till the first of next week.
PEACE REIGNS.
Eticker-tillteklnint Con-
t rt•versy it till Alld.
-----
terMaye ft Sorry fife Said It, Even
it it V's its Trite.
A eialeag. Taken rbe-hire.
1, and 'rhos Si arts it Stylisation.
liperlal to the New Era,
LEX INtiTtiN, Nov. 27.-The Lexing-
ton Transcript of this morning says:
senator J. C. S. Blackburn and Col.
J. Stoddard Johnson arrived here
yesterday at noon and were joined by
(len. Basil W. Duke, who was here
on a visit, and (len. James F. Robin-
eon, of this city. They went by a
enther obscure route to the rear of the
'Phwnix hotel, and entered the build-
ing and went to mount that had been
secured for them by telegraph. Evi-
dently their purpose was to be as
quiet as possible and none but news-
paper reporters got wind of their
presence. The gentlemen alluded to
held a consultation that resulted in a
conclusion that Senator Blackburn
should write a communleation to the
Courier
-Journal, which was done and
the letter sent to that journal this af-
ternoon."
This card which effectually settles
the Rucker-Blackburn matter, closes
as follows): "I have heard nothing
directly or except through the press
front either Judge Rocker or Gen.
Moore. Shall therefore not give at-
tentiowto these publications further
thon this brief mention of them. I
feel, however, that It is due to the
public and myself to make the fol-
lowing statement. I alien always in-
sist that Judge Rocker's conduct in
making public a conversation had
with the president in an interview
procured for him by me was wholly
inexcusable. His report of that con-
versation watt entirely inaccurate. 1
regret, however, that the language
used in characterizing his conduct
was so strong and emphatic and will
say upon reflection that I should
have siinply contented myself with a
contradiction of the statement I knew
to be incorrect and unjust to Mr.
Cleveland and myself. As for my-
self, this matter is ended and I have
no doubt the public will be glad to
knowsit. Signed
J. C, S. M.ackaufw.
War Hrew:lag.
BALT1•1011E, 4mm., NOV.:P.-A smalj.
sized war is now raging in the Chesa-
peake bay. A great deal of illegal
dredging has been done, and every at-
tempt on the part of the state navy to
suppress it has proved disastrous.
Their boats are well manned and
armed. (tale lust week one of the
naval vessels was -captured by the
dredgers, her arms thrown overboard.
and hee men fastened down in the
hold. -The governor has.' applied to
the secretary of the navy for assist-
ance, which hail been grunted in the
shape of polite cannon, and now the
state squadron is ready for war. The
vessels left this morning with sealed
orders, and it is expected that a tight
will (*cur soon.
Should Entree Walking Hatch.
Special to the New Era.
1,011Si'11.1-E, Nov. 29.-An old crip-
pled woman, Mr!. Eliza AVicke, ap-
plied to the Mayor yesterday for
tranneneatiote to Cincinnati. The
tale she tells is a remarkable one.
She says that being left penniless by
the death oilier husband she deter-
mined to go to friends in the city on
the Ohio, and that she walked the en-
tire distance ' from $t. Louis to this
city, subsisting on what the kind
people along the route 'would give
her. Slew is upwards of seventy e'ears
Hipped ()pen.
Se. /Awls, Nov. 27.-A *pedal dig-
to the I lobe-Densoc rat . front
Setteville, Ky., says; Frataciii Nor-
ton; an employe of the .Keystone
Bridge Company, met w ith • horrible
death yesterday afternoon while at
work on the new Iron bridge being
built eerier, the Green river at Spotts-
for tile Lon isviye, St: L soui
and 'Ilexes railroad. Ha was sliding
down a rope fatifli the inn, weirlete ties
false frame work wham* his was caught !
on a Wel. a and temiplotels- diesre how-
eled, nip 11•1411 ill about fif-
teen minutes.
`Warnings From White cap*.
Toexeo, Os. Nov. V.-The White
Caps are again at their work in this
state. All oer v the trees near the
home of ex-Gov. Foster at Foisted&
was discovered yemterday a notice
wanting all men who are In the habit Attorneys
of getting drunk and abusing their
fienilies, and falling to properly pro-
vide for them, that they will, unless
they amend their ways, retseiVe• Visit
from the "White Caps." Similar
notices were found in other towns in
the viviaity.
A "hest.no one can bring better equipment* sesehe to that-
Only a Drummer.
Lest muster, Nov. 27.-Much excite-
ment was created here yesterday by
the report that Col. J. C. Moore, of
Denver, Col., was in the city, sup-
posed to be the bearer of a challenge
to a duel front Judge Rucker to Sena-
tor Blackburn. Investigation proved
that the supposed bearer was only a
Chicago dry iiiii ter.
HARRISON'S ATTITUDE.
--
He I:nun-Wow Nothing hut the Kind-
est Feelings for the Month.
Special to the New Ern.
houtsvit.t.e, KY., Nov. re-
sponse to a request from the editor of
the Greenville, S. C., News that Gen.
Harrison should give some general
assurances of his purposes to follow a
conservative course towed the south
the president-eleet replies that he is
not yet ready to make any public Ut-
terance upon any public questions.
Further on in his letter Gen. Harri-
son gays; "When the surprime and the
416=appointinent which some of your
people have felt over the result have
passed away and they give motile ('Shilli
thought to the situation, I think they
will be as intieh surprised as I am that
they 'should in therlIglit of speech i 111-
putt. to me unfriendliness toward the
south."
0..t. H. Going to Piet**.
INDIANAPOLIS, Nov. IN.-Twelve
hundred Democratic members of the
Grand Army of the Republic in this
state at a secret meeting in This city
last night withdrew from that order, STEEL STEEL STEELon the ground that It was simply a
machine to advent* Republican in:.
terestri. Adyt-Gen. Koontz ',raided.
He said that he had letters from eight
states, indfhting that the movement
is national.
Our Future at Stake.
I On the second Saturday in Deeem-
! ber the people of this city Will eleet
a new council and other (.44, officers.
The prospects for the future of our
city are exceedingly flattering. We
have new enterprises and new Indere
tries locating around us and among
our rivals. With proper encourage-
ment our city could secure them. By
otieriug proper inducements ln the
name of our (Sty we could bring them
to our own doom, and locate them in
our midet. We ewe it to llopk Ma-
rine, to t Sabina!' 'county and to our-
selves individually to put the govern-
ment of this city in the hands of live
d p manti business en who
have the interest of the whole people
at heart and who will strive for the
future greatness of Hopkinsville.
Every citizen, irrespective of party or
creed or color, should vote only for
such men and we believe they will
do it.
Killed His Step-Brother,
The St. Louie Globe
-Democrat pub-
lishes) a dispatch from Evansville
giving the news of a killing at Casey-
ville, Union county, in which two
step-brothers, James Jones and Ben
Johnson, took part. They were re-
turning from a wedding supper given
in honor of Jones' marriage which
took place' at Morganfieid Wednesday
afternoon, and became involved in a
quarrel over some trivial matter,
which ended by Johnson drawing a
mlong bladed knife from his pocket and
cutting his step
-brother twice, one*
In the arm and once in the throat, the
latter proving fatal. Johnson was ar-
rested and lodged in jail at Morgan-
field Thursday night.
For Rent!
In Falevietw, Ky., for leeta, a frame
store house, a house and lot, also 20
acres of land with a dwelling on it,
adjoining the town.
We will rent for Oeo. T. Blakey for
1889,the Poindexter house, South Main
street, $1,1 per month, payable month-
We will sell or rent the Bryant Owts-
ley farm of 400 acres, near Howell Sta-
tion. This farm is tine in eon and
well improved.
..kVaeaut Lot on Railroad street.
1 Dwelling on Seventh Street.
1 " " Ninth • "
3 '' '' Campbell
1
2
5
3
2
3
2
it
it
41
Liberty "
North Main Street.
Eli Street.
Levier Street.
Brown Street.
Second Street.
Bryan's Addition.
Store rooms on Virginia St.
14
14
41
It
44
WANTED 'PO BORROW.-For 3 years,
two thousand dollars at 8 per cent.
Mortgage on real estate worth double
this amount.
We write all classes of lire and tor-
nado Insuranceand prompt settle-
mettle in case of loss. Real estate
bought and sold on commission.
Loans negotiated, houses rented and
rents collected; property listed with
us for sale advertised free of charge
to owner.
Tobacco Insurance.
We will write insurance on tobacco
barns.
Calls & Co.
Main street, P. 0. Building,
. Spring 'tines OA Naiderillte.
torch:teeth; New Era.
NASHVILLE, Nov. lee
-The opening
!ley of the spring esees in this city
has been fixed for Thursday, May 
St,AIt will last ten days. The stakes will
'be arranged in a wet* or two and
nominattona will claw Anuary 15th.I
A New Bank at bezhnoon.
Special to the New Erg.
TEXINOTON, S.:4 new
bank, the Phaenix National, has been
organized in this city with a capital,'
stock of $150,000.
The Prtwittent's Message.
.4.ect:.I to the New Era.
.ts i N41710111, IC Olt. tt.serligta
i(heal 's annual niteteage to congress
will be given to the public next Taese
day.
Mrs. tiberman Paws&
Spetial to the New Era.
NEW YORK, Nov. ,X-Mrs. Gen.
W. T. Sherman died this morning
after a brief Blues'', of heart trouble.
Bishop MeTyelre
srectsi to the New Era.
NAtiftVILEE, TENN., Nosy. 2e.-
Bishop Mc'fyeire Is very ill with ty-
phoid fever.
PROFESSIOhAL CARDS.
Vee
D3, J.
Pbysician and Surgeon
OFFleE, with Dr ev,r. Planter's
sink.
allYrrOSEIS FY*.
i1.10 ritt•slo. H. J. STCrite. Jiso reL•111n, Ja
Feland, Stites & Feland,
Attorneys-;41-:-Law
ostols I w•Y Mr E. KV.
S. W ALTON it/ KU . list•L•
FORGY & BELL,
at Law
HOPK NSViLLE, KY.
e oter l'isiiteis It tek.
DIPS TINTS.
han Maj. Crumbsugh possesses. In . /Seamier elf N oV. th•-ltirs. 14101-fatt
Iaddition to these, his perfect training a iouna widow , \vibe aeekkatally shot t •••• • - P • CAMPBEI
and admirable discipline, acquired I y' her seven-year-old boy yeeterdaye
both In the army and navy of the The ball entered just below the left
United States, prepares him to per- breast and while the wound is painful DENTIST
redly manage the mauy persons who t is not thought to he fatal. The boy
under him. I which he didn't know ens loaded. / 1 
Hopkinoville,
osier over B. Franlej :souse
would be in subordinate positions I was carelessly handling a little pistol h • .
-THE CELEBRATED-
Deering Stool Biller
•
The Strongest,
Ttie kit utplort,
The Lightest
The Simplest it never,' •
The Mott Durable,
More of them told tutu other Binder in
the State of Kent uc'ty.
-THE ( ELEBRATED-
EXCELSIOR WAGONS,
EERING MOWERS
HMV t' ii Equal.
C2.49..1-1
sloakes band of all sis-s. Ws
warraat every waiwt• give perfect antidote-
tieteler refund the tho . Bay your wagon. atborne where w 'pod
We now have in our em piny as foremaki of our
wagon and machine liepartme t, Mr. G. it .flaraitter, of Harrodsburg He thorough?, understaads repaoring all kiada of WIC nary and
wagon., An. We wish to rail atteation that ourfacilities are such that we ran repair 3onr Pep
Jingo,* better sad for isms mope) Sham any.oiy
else Send them in early so that we can do thr
ort 1,-fore bar, eat.
Barbed Wire,
Pumps,
Belting
Harness,
Grates,
Lime,
aqtels,
Hair,
Clement.
Piaster,
Mixed Paints,
White Lead,
Linseed Oil,
Machine Oil,
Oil cans.
Oer stock It complete in all depart-
meets. le tes .-an be relied on at be-
le% low.
4Forbes & Ef0
Childry
FOR PITCHER's- 
SterTk-
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderila Pain-Curer
the world hos ever known.
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BOOK-KEEPING, SNORT-HAND, TELEGRr,PHY, PUIMANSHIP, Eft.
Who desires is Wetter Moor •e7 lledltioe in i,fe, shouid write for the Catalogue of
BRYANT & S RATTON BUSINESS COLIBIEI.0.. Twat) arltanT. LOUISVILLE. K Y .
GIFAL.11TC1HIC ALT.
JMIKTM IJM !
Lergr itook. Well Assorted. Prlees how. Work a Speelsltv.
s,57 Franklin Street, Clarksville, Ten*.
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Born, to the wife of Mr. R. M.
Meacham, on Nov. 27th, a eon.
-
THE GENTRY MATrEIL Important to Subscribers.
There are a few of our Tur-Weeerx
The Kentucky State Grange illw--- The Trial Began This Morning—The subscribers who he not subscribed
rneet at Louisville Dee. 11th. Chris- Plaintiff's Teat my. i for the pAII.Y. We cannot afford
tian county will be well represented.
The ease of the eit v agaiust Charley longer to send the paper every day toThe acts of the last Keutueky
;Anderson Harry Tandy Jim Wre a three, and now inform them that after!mature, in book form, were received at 1Archie bales, Walter Blythe, Jo this issue, the DAILY will be sent tothe clerk's Wilt* Monday for distribus. stonha-gen, C. and J. Myers, E
tion. Trice,Claude Clark and Jim. Radford, Fancy Books at N't yly & Burnett. tf
PREFERRED LOCALS.
A large assortment
of Blank Books at Hop-
per Bros
them only on MONDAYS, Weieces- Just ree'd a big lot of Children.'
A telephone message was received charged with breach of peace and die-
at police headquarters this morning orderly conduct in escorting young their due. The paper is sent on thesefront the asylum stating that an old ientry out of the city on the 10th of days instead of Tuesdays, Thursdays
Patient who had been allowed the November was called before the city
liberty of the grounds had escaped court Tuesday at 10:30. The de-
and was at large. ; readmits all came up smiling and
Mr. Robert Jordan, a prominent 'balmy, and the city court room was
farmer, load his dwelling and its en- thronged with young men eager tt
tire contents b •  fireFriday  night. hear the testimony anti enjoy the fun
The fire originated from a defective w hich was in store. Mr. Gentry ap
flue. The neighbors rendered every peered in person to assist in the pros-
assistance_poesible. There Was 100 in- ecution. It soon became evident that
the room would not accommodate the
jolly, good-natured crowd that had
assembled, and Judge McPherson be-
ing one of the attorneys for the de-
feline, adjourned his court and ten-
dered the circuit court room to the
city judge for the occasion. The
crowd filed into the court house and
there was a grand rush for the most
desirable seats. The entire bar, with
one or two exceptions, had been re-
tained by the defendants, and a for-
midable array of legal talent it was.
Some time was consumed by prelimi-
nary wrangling over technicalities.
After many rejections the following
jury was empaneled : J. C. Courtney,
Thompson Cavenah, Julian Hord, W.
S. Witty, Sam Chastain, and Jona-
than Toiler. After swearing the jury
court adjourned for dinner, to meet
again at one o'clock.
At one o'clock in the afternoon the
court reassembled and after a short
consultation among the attorneys
everything was in readiness for the
taking of testimony. The first wit-
ness introduced, for the prosecution
was John Gentry, the plaintiff.
Mr. Gentry said he lived at Pem-
broke and was in this city on Nov.
10th. He was a nephew of Mr. Robt.
Ferguson. He came to visit :11r.5Fer-
guson and his family. He knew all of
the defendants but Boales, Ware and
and the Myers'. He saw the defend-
ants on that day. Opposite the
Phoenix Hotel some one said "there's
Gentry, of the Pembroke Criterion,
lets mob him." Several large fire-
crackers went off close to my head.
These defendants: were in the crowd
and threw fire-crackers and rockets at
him. He thought it best to leave.
Defendants were ring leaders
They met the engine and
started that after him. He went out
Ninth street pursued by the crowd.
He was struck several times with
rocks. He went to his uncle's near
Wood's mill; they pursued him to
the gate. He then thanked them
courteously for the honor they did
him. One of them said, "If you conic
down here we'll drown you." Charley
Anderson advised him to get out of
town if he had a horse and buggy.
They sent him word that if he came
down town he would regret IL He
was afraid to come down town.
Cross questioned—They did chase
him with an engine. Did not know
who was running the engine. They
did bust fire crackers around my
head. People were bursting fire-erach-
ers all over the city. Mr. Gentry's
testimony was not damaged by cross-
 - examination.
Mr. Gentry saidthat he did not know
that the parties had been arrested
until he was eubpoened. He had em-
ployed council to assist the city attor-
ney in the prosecution.
8U ranee.
Mr. Sang Frankel, mother and sis-
ters arriveg from Cincinnati Monday
night. Mrs. Frankel and daughters
will make their future home in /lop-
kIneville and have rented thero-
naugh residence corner Seventh; and
Virginia streets.
Max Meyers and Henry Drexler
were before the city court again Tues-
day morning for disturbing time 'ware.
This is almost a daily occurrence and
the neighbors complain of being dis-
turbed at all hours of the night by
these domestic brawls.
The ordinance of baptism will be ad-
ministered to one hundred and forty
colored people at the mill pond .
day evening. This is the result of a
series of prqtracted meetings whiel
have been 'In progress at the two icol-
ored Baptist churches for the inist
two weeks.
R. W. Norwood, who is well ad
favorably known in this city, has been
appointed route agent for the Adams
Express Co., in Illinois. He is wel
fitted for the position, having seeNsed
the Adams and Southern Express
Companies at this place for piers.
We congratulate him on his sucneas.
•
Death of Miss Fannie King. ,
News has been received from reir-
view in regard to the death' of Miss
Fannie King. a well-known lady of
that place, of pneumonia coupled
with bronchitis. She was sixty-dour
years of age and died Wednesday
night.
Chautauqua Lecture. i
Col. Sanford has traveled over Neirth
and South America, Japan, chime
Egypt, Palestine, Russia eft Siberii.
His lecture on "Old Times and New,"
is an hour and a hell of cuttings ofIthe
best things he saw and heard during
all this travel. The Albany Post says
"his word-pictures have a framewOrk
of such wit and humor that he kleps
his audience in smiles about all the
time." The ,lecture will be at lthe
Baptist church Monday night,thei3rd
of December.
We request all mothers to stop
usinglaudanum for their babies, and
use Dr. Bull's Baby Syrup, a nate
medicine. It contains nothing tin-
urious.
If we would have powerful minds,
we must think; if powerful muscles,
we must labor; if sound ;limp; we
must take Dr. Bull's Couat Syrup.
Price 25 cts.
Crushed to Death.
The Hendersbn Gleaner says:
terday morning, near 11 o'cl
while unloading some heavy tim
at the Gabe & Dig-man brick yard
yond Held's Park Henry (4abe, so
John (labe, was caught by a fall
piece and horribly mangled.
head was badly bruised, his back
riously injured and his his Is
driven into his bowels. The un
tunate young man who is about tw
ty years of age) was taken to his
ther's residence and medical aid
mediately ounimoned. At a late h
last night The Gleaner was infor
that the entire family of children
ing in the city were summoned to
bedside, as it was thought the
fellow could not live beyond a
hours.
Were There Any In His Ilimus?
Calhoon Constitution: Mr. J
Noel, living near town, went out
day recently to work in his su
cane. Before getting to work, he Is
off his coat and laid It on • etu
When he went to return to his m
he took up his coat, but very quit-
let it drop, for it seemed to be lit
and bound with snakes. Proeurin
stick he began the work of exte
nation, and after his labors w
ended, he had killed eight rat
snakes. He then put on his coat
started for the house, but hail not
ken many steps in that direction
fore he felt something wiggle in
coat. He did not wait to be invi
to take his coat off but quicker tha
wink he and it parted company.
made a close search and found in
lining another rattler, making in
nine rattlesnakes found in his coal
•
_ •
An EztraSetibiOri
Judge Winfive has called a spem
term of the court of claims
Wednesday, December 5th, for
purpose of ratifying the agreem
made between the attorneys of Ch
flan county and the L. & N. railr
company, by which, according to
recent decision of the court of app
the latter is to pay to the cow
taxes on the assessed value of
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road Over and above the original e eel
of the road to the company. The
agreement fixes the cost at $10,14
The L. & N. company will be ("43011".
pelled to pay taxes .on the differeece
between this amount and the asseseed
value as fixed by the railroad emit-
g4mistsiOn for the purpose of payin n-
terest and liquidating the bond is-
sued by the county to aid in its elms
mitruetion. For all other purposes tie
company will pay taxes on its full e-
settenseut.
Concord Notes.
terseelel correspondence.
CONCORD, KY., Nov. 27.—There ir a
protracted meeting in progress at
Union Chapel, conducted by I
N. C. Lamb.
number of young people w nt
from this neighborhood last w'el4 to
attend a sweat party given by . re.
Barnes at her residence near yd
school house. The party was giii•en
In honor of Miss Emma Courtney,
whose school closed that day. The
young ladles present Were l'ili4see
Mildred Boyd, Addle Boyd, Elien
Johnson, Elma Meseharn, Eva *r-
rett, Mollie Clark, N'aleria Marquess,
Elnora Marquess, Willie Simmons,
Hattie Clark, Warne Kelly, Ca riei
Bates, Ada Bates, Cleric, Mildred nd
Hester White, Mina Fry, Maud 
Ci 
v-
anah, Mettle and Emma Courtney.
--esse-e.------
Hit Us Below the Belt.
Clarksville Chronicle.
"The Clarksville Papers are rejoic-
ing over a distillery that is to be
started near the little town. A great
spiritual revival may be looked tor,
and the rats may surrender the place
to the proper authorities."—Hoptt wn
Kyan.
When an old mud hole is compe led
to sell its whisky on the sly, ree
Americans have the right to rej lee
over a $150,000 enterprise in the loeal-
ity in which they reside. Hot*. me
vine however hops on all kinds o in-
stftutions and succeeds In drivin all
that is offered her away aecordle to
the rules set down by Kintue y's
farce know as her law.
Take this, and chew on it, even t it
does increase in size until you e 't
swallow it.
t•
T E NN ERA.
—Pt '111.1aRan sr—
Vettztl Xocuetnge.
For bargains In boots and shoes go
to A. G. Bueh. nov23-tf
°mho!, end PoWisi mg Co. Messrs. W. .1. Withers & :-‘on have
 
packed already 120,000 pounds of pork
this year and will peek as much$I A YEAS. I more.
r eteesi at P. stall..' in Iffoek is.. de as Just received a ear load of Superior
r barb wire, 2 and 4 jrints--the best
made. JNO. R. GREEN & CO.
wtittlmNov16
.11 class.
Ffi 'NOVEMBER 30,1888.
• Itt Ana gloctstv.
Will Cooper spent Tuesday In Cadiz.
Jno. Terrell, of Howell. spent Monday in
the eity.
Mr. T. Watson, of Cask ey. spent Monday In
the city.
J. B. White, of Garrettsburg, was in town
Monday.
Mr. F. B. Cartier, of Longview, was in town
Monday.
C. C. Walden, of Longview. was in the oily
Monday.
Mrs. John Cooper, of Ledlayet be, Was in town
Monday.
William Griffith has returned from a trip to
sit,. Lads.
Mr. J. S Somers. of I. ,n'vleW, wits in town
Wednesday.
Dr. Anderson. of Beverly. was in the city
Wednesday.
Mr. W. B. Mass's, of Oak Grove, was in
town Monday.
lir. B. P. Howard, of 1 larkevIlle, was in the
city Tuesday.
Mr. Walter Werfield, of Caskey. spent Tues-
day In the city.
Mies Lizzie Owen, of Church Hill, was In
the city Tuesday.
it. Y. Pendleton. Sr., of Pembroke, was in
the city Saturday.
Rev. J. 0. Kendall and wife, of Caskey. were
In town Tweet:1y.
Mr. Jo Wick and wife, of Louisville, spent
Sunday in the city.
Mr. John Keiser, of 0arrettsburg, spen
Tuesday in the Ott.
MAL WM. suP.of Fatrview, wait &hopping
in the city Monday.
Webb Bell, of Nashville, has been shilling
• esclatives In this city.
Miss Bettie Clark, of St. Louts, I. the guest
of Mies Johnnie Bents'.
Mr. W. H. A'hltlow and wife, of iaskey
were in the city Monday.
W. 11. Barr, of Bowling Green. wits in the
city oa bLiaUxess this week.
Johu Gardner and E. E. Wash, of Wallonia
wets in tAte city Wednesday,
Mrs' Mamie Darnel% returned Monday from
a visit to friends in the country.
Mies Willie Carden. of Crittenden county
Is the guest of Mrs. George (Ash.
J. Kropp, a leading tobacconist of Clarks
N lilt, was in the city Thursday.
It. R. Lieyd and C. C. Reynolds, of Pem
broke. were in town Wednesday.
Mimi Lula Ferguson 111 visiting friends and
relatives in Pembroke, this week.
Mrs. FL J. Caruthers and Miss Eva Robb, of
Lafayette, spent menders in the city.
Mies Calne ciolltelay, of Roaring Spring
s Imaitee Alia Lana theta* m week.
T. S. Penn, it prominent tobacconist o
Printstea, 'em 'seethe eiW WellmeadaY•
%VIII Hoppe' spent ties eral days in the
ula W attene, Of Montgomery, is the
eittisti iof kstedisia last:vet* ntiag.
L 
yoessant guest of Mr. Ned Longs farelPy.
Herman Gr.thatn, a popular young mer-
chant of Pembroke, was In town Tuesday.
Willis Wood, a prominent merchant of
Sinking Fork, was in the city Wednesday.
Mrs. J. W. Winfree and mother. Mrs. Syd-
nor, of South Christian. are visittng In the
city.
10111. 400- WUBS end her grandeilliughter.
Itiawillaggie. of Pembroke. -pent IlfeelliesdaY
imir 41b.. . .._
Na-. ff. Howe, of Nashville. has (teen spend-
ing several days in town, the guest of his
brother, Jas. M. Howe. .
Edward Bradshaw, of Paaluenh, who with
Ens family, tas been vbiltIgig ?Oat ives here.
Ilea 'fir Rep leesterday. .,
I Me. JA Rut of squids, Fork, palmed
A throe" The city Wednesday evening entente
to Clarksville, to spend Thanksgiving.
Palmer Graves, cashier of the First Nation-
al Bank. left 1111 Itiameenvtlle this evedlag, US
spend Thnnksgteia* with friends there.
. .
Dr. R. W. Ware, accompanied by his fami-
ly, left on Monday for Dixon. Ky., where he
will engage In the tobacco husineett during the
ensuing winter.
Misses Maty Rogers, Ethel Braden, Amelia
Rogers, Fannie West, Lena Yancey. and
Stearns. Claude Clark and Houston Harrison
spent Thanksgiving with friends in the Belie-
view neithborhood. -
C14- V afdrelf is6t1 St sad Dartaa IL Sap-An
41 11110"1"*Ire 340s1 are the guests of
WWI it,, Mau, w }treat ant. cot. Breath-
itt tie. or of his state Saida sun
I of Ciov:-Joilan ftreethitt, of Kentucky.
Mr. Henry 6. O'N lel, and wife, net. Loulie
WIIP011, or Louisville, are visiting the family
of Dr. Hopson and other relatives In this city.
Mrs. O'Neil as Miss Wilson, awl for reverie
yeartose *the eared prspallar 'members of
11, ,pk inaville society.
..---.....-..00.-
About Recovered.
George Bullard, the young man
who was sh the night of-the rail-
road eiecitiorisnnow able to be.. the
'Krell. agthm. .;
•—
, Returned Home.
Dr. S. D: Clardy returned Fritter).
from Topeka, Kansas, where he had
- been to attend the session of the
national grange. Dr. Clardy reports
a vary interesting meeting.
I 11.Moltast, Over dee Rout&
I • TieVitieif Villey niea are out tais
side of Princeton prospecting. A
gentiernsin from Trigg toad a reporter
that they were near NVallonia last
Friday.
tiers, elnisteres. :
There have bedn important change*
in immrauee firtiâ Albs Meek. • The
old and long established firm of Long
&liaraett halt been diseolved by mu-
tual consent and Mr. Long and Wal-
ter K have formed a partnership
$44(1 AN'illicenkieue al
anti_ . 1/4
Indirdisfigy M Menai' #one4fia
t • the residence of the bride% grad-
mother, Mrs. Fortaom. near Pem-
broke. Mrs. Williams, the groom's
mother, tendered the happy couple
an elegant reception at her home
Wednesday evening.
Straage. blue True. ; 7
It Is strange, but ire forgni to tnen-
Lion the feet that the NEW EaA has
had on its new clothes for several
days. How do you lake its appear-
ance, anyway? Moss improvements
Mill be made shortly, as it is our in-
tention to give the putalic the best
daily by long odds in western Ken-
tueky. Sinew/the now, OM per
year; 15 cents per *reek delteered.
Mr. D. C. Williams, a leading mer-
chant of Penihroke, was married
e1/4
A Chain-Gang Man Walks Oft
While Taylor Brown had his chain
gang out at work on the streets yes-
terday afternoon, Sherman Wallace,
a colored man, who was serving a
30 days sentence in jail for some petty
offews, wined teeffect hinkesegfte,
and17 stifl at lerge. A warreot leant
for his arrest, Its there is a ettarge for
house breakiug %mina& hire, fur
which he WIMI to have bine tiled
soon se he had served oti4114 pteient
pentenee.
Col, C. 8, Wood% Look,
Colonel Charles e. Wood, the tall
and futedsome manager of the Eutaw
House, is in great luck. He is
wealthier to-day by the sum of $5,000
than he was a week ago. He bought
one-twentieth of &ticket in the Louis-
iana State Lottery. He put it in him
pocket and was notified that the tick-
et, of which he held a fraction—it was
No. 73,9401—had drawn on October 9
the 4100,000. The. colonel was aot
slow in communicating with the lot-
tery people, and on Monday he re-
solved a certified chech for his share
, of the wealth, namely, $5,000.—Balti-
• more (Md.] Herald. Oct. 24. On Dec.
18th occurs the Mammoth Drawing in
which the First Capital Prize is $600,-
000. All information to be had by
=applying to M. A. Dauphin, New Or-
Las
A big lot of new samples of Cassi-
merest and Cheviots, of which we
make pants to order for $3., just re-
ceived at J. H. ANDERSON & Co's.
Glass Corner.
Mr. Jas. McClure died at his resi-
dence on Ninth street Tuesday night
at 8 o'clock. He had been suffering
for many weeks of a malady which
baffled the physicians' skill.
Dr. Rubin Medley, of Sacramento,
Ky., will fill Rev. Gibbs pulpit, at
Hords'hall next Saturday night,
Sunday and Sunday night. Come
out an hear this veteran in the cause.
Capt. Sam Stacker, conductor of
the passenger train on the Princeton
division, is in the city this week a
witness in important suite now pend-
ing in the common pleas court.
Ernest Owen, a little colored child
living with his parents on Liberty
street, while playing with a compan-
ion Wednesday night was severely
burned by having his clothing ignited
from the flre.,
Wagons—Tennessee and Studeba-
ker, both east and steel skeins and
steel hollow axle. Low for cash.
Jno. R. GREEN& Co.
w&thuNovie
Mr. C. C. Givens, formerly of the
Henderson Gleaner, has bought a half
interest in the Owensboro Inquirer,
and will go to work December 1st.
Mr. Giveus is a stirring, energetic
fellow, and the Inquirer is to be con-
gratulated.
The Elkton Progress says of the
suicide of Robert Hestly, of which
mention was made in the New ERA
a few days since, that he was a well-
to-do fanner, with a wife and four
children, and that no cause was
known for the rash deed.
Tobacco Leaf: Robert Jordan, who
lives at Hinsleytown, Ky., lost his
residence and all its contents by tire
Tuesday night. Not even the cloth-
ing of the family was saved. There
was no insurance, and the loss falls
heavily on a worthy, poor man.
The trial of Lancaster, the man
who assaulted and wounded Dr.
Wood, with a corn knife some days
since, will come off at Cadiz on the
30th. inat. H. W. Tibbe, Bud Hen-
derson, R. E. Howell and M. W.
Williams are the witnesses from this
county. Jno. W. Payne will assist
in the prosecution.
McElrees Wine of Cardui is for sale
by the following merchants in Chris-
tian county.
H. B. Garner Hopkinsville, Ky.
G. E. Gaither, ii ii
Wyly & Barnett, 4 a &
.7. R. Armistead,
Clifton Coal Co.,
W. H. Nolen,
W. H. Martin,
M. B. Miller,
as is
Mannington, Ky.
Bainbridge, Ky.
Crofton Ky.
Pembroke, Ky.
We are informed that Mr. R. W.
Roach, formerly cut this city, now a
leading merchant of Clarksville, re-
ceived a telegram from Lake Weir,
Florida, to the effect that his brother,
James Roach, had just been shot
through the abdomen by one of his
neighbors and was not expected to
survive the injury. Mt. Roach left
immediately for Lake Weir.
The large plate glass window on
the north side of the Glass corner
was shattered by a heavy blow from
a stone or some other missil Friday
night about 11 o'clock. The • building
is occupied by J. H. Anderson and
the wi ildow was tilled with a hand-
some display of gents furnishings,
hats, etc. A policeman guarded the
window and prevented thieves en-
tering the house. Nothing is known
as to the perpetrator of the deed.
The commission appointed by the
tobacco board of trade met Wednes-
day to elect two new inspectors for
the ensuing term. There was a long
and persistent dead lock, however,
and failing to agree the commission
reported bank to the board which will
appoint a new commission. Next
Wednesday the gentlemen coin pri:.-
114; this new commission will meet
and it is hoped will agree upon wor-
thy and competent men for the re-
sponsible position.
Only one accident of any muse-
quence °cc timed Friday night. While
the procession was moving along sixth
street, beyond the railroad, some care-
less fellow fired a pistol in the dense
crowd. The bullet passed through
the hand of a young man named
Wright, of the Antioch delegation,
and continuing its course lodged in
Chitties Gamble's thigh, inflicting a
very deep and painful flesh wound.
I) r. Blakey was immediately sum-
moned and dressed the wound. Mr.
Gamble was also from the Antioch
neighborhood.
Ree..t. W. Lewis' residence on west
Meye street was burglarized
eaday night and several articles
of clothing, tableWare, etc., were
stolen. None of the family was dis-
turbed by the considerate burglar and
he made away with the chattlea. The
The residence of Mr. W. F. Randle
adjoining Mr. Lewis was alma entered
by the sine enterprising burglar and
several valuable articles were miss-
ing this morning. John Piekford, a
clerk at the poetofliee, who boarded
with Mr. Randle's family lost his en-
tire wardrobe. The thief was doubt-
less well satisfied mitt his thanks-
giving raid.
Henderson Gleaner: At a business
meeting of the Hopkinsville Com-
mercial Club, held last Tuesday even-
ing, "a resolution endorsing the NEVe
ERA and promising support to all
others who contemplate Publishing a
daily in the city, was adopted." This
occurs to the Gleaner to he s steP in
the right direction. It evidently
shows that the merchants and bust-
netts men of Hopkinsville are alive to
the value of a daily in their midst,
and intend by every means in their
power to render it such support as to
guarantee success.
The eimaductdit on the local freight
tells a good joke on two men who
werapassengem on his train several
days ago. One of them, he gleaned
from the conversation, wile a candi-
date for constable in one of the back-
woods districts, They were discuss-
Dig polities in general and the Mills
bill in particular. He overheard one,
the candidate, exclaim in a pompous
manner, "why there are hundreds of
millions of dollars layin' up thar in
the treasury, why the h-1 don't they
pay old man Mills offend let him go."
The third lecture of the Chautauqua
Cause will be given at the Baptist
church on Monday night, the 3rd of
December, by Col. J. P. Sanford.
Col. Sanford, like the wise men who
sought knowledge in the old times,
has traveled all over the world to
gather at first hands his information
of men and things. The Detroit Free
Press says of him: "It is no extrava-
gant praise to concede to Col. Sanford
the power of entertaining an audience
beyond that of any other modern lec-
turer who has visited Detroit." His
subject will be "The Old Time); and
the New."
Contrary to expectations the testi-
mony in the Gentry matter was con-
cluded Tuesday evening at a late hour.
Meters. Ferguson, the cousins of the
plaintiff who were with him on the
lbw of the alleged outrage, testified
after the plaintiff and their teethuony
in the main corroborated- Gentry's.
The defendants were introduced and
the most rigid cross examination by
the prosecution failed to develop any
evidence that could go to prove that
they intended personal violence to-
wards the young Criterion luau.
They admitted having followed him
to Ferguson's with tin horns, tin
pans, etc., but denied any intention
of assaulting his person. The hour
was late when the testimony was con-
cluded and the speeches were limited
to twenty minutes. G. M. Bell opened
the case for the defense and was fol-
lowed by Col. Brown, Gentry's attor-
ney. ('oh Sypert then spoke for the
defense and Mr. Ferguson In behalf
of the city, closed the-argument, after
which the court instructed the jury,
which retired.
The defendants manifested very
little uneasiness while the jury was
in consultation, and when the verdiet
of "not guilty" was returned, there
were wild cheers and waving of hats.
The famous trial was ended and the
boys filed out of the court room fol-
lowed by a large number of friends.
CITIZEN'S PROGRESSIVE TICKET.
The New Candidates for Councilmen
Selected Last Night.
A meeting of citizens, compoeed of
representative business men, was held
at Howe's Hail last Saturday night,
for the purpose of selecting a ticket
for city council. A committee was
appointed and reported the names of
seven good men, but some of these de-
clined and the meeting adjourned
over to Monday night. At this ad-
journed meeting, after great delitmera-
tion, the following gentlemen were
selected as being especially fitted to
be the candidates on the Citizens Pro-
gressive ticket for City councilmen:
Dr. 'W. M. Hill, M. C. Forbes,
J. G. Hord, R. M. Hurt,
F. W. Dabney, N. B. Shyer,
F. F. Henderson.
Hopkinsville is now a city of over
7,000 inhabitants, and possessing so
many advantages that, with proper
direction and management, we may
reasonably hope to increase it, both in
trade and commerce, and make it a
railroad center. In a few months the
O. V. Railway Company will have a
line here, and we hope and believe
that it is only a question of a few
months when the Cairo & Tennessee
River Railroad will be built to this
city. These railroads will bring many
people here with capital looking for in-
vestment. One of their first queries
will. be in regard to the city govern-
If we can truthfully answer that it
is a live,progressive one, croft-mooed of
our best and most successful business
men, who invite and will sustain ev-
ery proper enterprise, it will in-
spire eindidence and induce the
building of manufactories and add
very greatly to all that goes to make a
prosperous inland city. The ticket
presented is certainly a good an* pro
greseive one; there is not a gentleman
named on it that will not do his ut-
motst for the growth and prosperity of
the city and they are, each and all,
successful business men, and should
receive the support of all citizens
having at heart the real interests of
the city.
• .1111.1...-
Pike—Dyer.
Mr. (I. If. l'ike, of the Cadiz Tele-
phone, and Mims l'earl Dyer, a popu-
1 tar and attractive young lady, of that
'city, were united In marriage at the
Methodist church, Cadiz, at eleven
o'clock Thursday morning. After the
eererhony the bride and groom left for
this city and. will take the train this
afternoon for the southern cities.
DAYS and Pam DAYS, thus giving them
and Saturdays, because it is an even-
lug edit ion. and by sending the paper
on the find named days, our out-of-
town subscribers and those getting
the paper through the postoflice will
receive it on the same days as they
formerly received the Tam-\'eEKLY.
We are using every endeavor to
make the DAILY a live and interced-
ing paper; it contains a large amount
of fresh telegraphic matter every day,
and everything of interest from this
and surrounding communities. The
price is cheap, being only $6.00 per
year, 50 cents per month, or 15 cents
per week,. Aid everyone can afford to
take it: We trust that every TRI-
WEEKLY subscriber will conclude to
take the DAILY, and thus not only
get your money's worth of news, but
assist in promoting an enterprise that
will be of benefit to both county and
city.
Beteg Here Pleasant
To the taste, more aeceptable to the
stomach, and more truly beneficial in
its actien,the famous California liquid
fruit remedy, Syrup of Figs, is rapidly
superseding all others. Try it. One
bottle will prove its merits. For sale
in 50 cent and $1 bottles.
- 
- - •
Gave Himself Away.
Said a Ninv ERA reporter to a good
looking young countryman, tide
morning, "I heard that you are soon
to—"
"Now. who told:you anything about
that?" broke in the young fellow,
blushing like' a school girl. "I don't
see how you fellows find out so
much."
"But what I heard was—"
"Yes, you hear everything; doubt-
less you heard the time was met and
that it was to come off at the .Ninth
street Presbyterian church."
"But is it true that—"
"Yes,-it is true, and she lathe sweet-
est little woman in your city, and we
are to be married some time within
the next three weeks, and now go off
and let me alone."
"I just Maned to ask if the report
was true that you intended to move
to town and),go into business," *mid
the reporter to the now crestfallen
young fellow, who hail given himself
away HO completely.
•
Terrible.
Two-thirds of all (teethe in New
York City are from consumption or
pneumonia. The same proportion
holds for most other cities. Delays
are dangerous. Dr. Acker's English
Remedy for Consumption will always
relieve, and may Rave your life. For
sale by H. B, Garner.
From the Surrounding Country.
The tobacco congress met in Clarke-
yille-to-day to discuss the tobacco sit-
uation.
Jno. Gilbert, of Montgomery coun-
ty, overexerted himself in a cornfield,
Monday afternoon, and died from
heart disease.
The Tobacco Leaf says that the
West Nashville Dummy Line compa-
ny is desirous of extendingits line
to Clarksville. It would be a great
convenience to the people of our sis-
ter city.
A Dover correspondent of the To-
baceo Leaf says: The people of nte w-
art county and of Dover especially are
looking forward with some hopes of
realizing the filling of a long felt want
In the securing of the Ohio Valley
railroad through our county.
--.■10. •
How Doctors Conquer Death.
Doctor Waiter K. Hannuond says:
"After a long experience I have come
to time conclusion that two-thirds of all
deaths front coughs, pneumonia and
consumption' might be avoided if Dr.
Acker's Enilillsit Remedy for Con-
sumption were only carefully used in
time. "This wonderful Remedy is
sold under a positive guarantee by H.
B. Garner.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Nobby Crusher Hats at Frankel's.
nov2etf.
At ('oat.
I will, as assignee of. John W. Poff,
sell in the next thirty days his entire
stock of middles, bridles and harness
at coot. Those desiring anything in
that line should call early and secure
bargains. Salesroom next door to
Ducker'it carnage shop.
I). L. JonstsoN, Assignee.
Nov. 2.3-dar2w
The largest' anti best Stock of Un-
derwear in the city at Frankel's.
nov->tf
Waterproof broadcloth, flannels,
tricots and 'aumerous styles of other
dress, goods, with trimmings to
match, at . N. B. SHYER'S.
1,000 Pieces of Embroideries just
received from a New York Auction
Sale, about 50ets on the dollar. At
Frankel's. novtf
T. To allIMAN,
"THE TAILOR 1
No. 117th Street.
In returning thanks to his numer-
ous patrons and the public generally Ektraer,li0 a ry inilucilounts Itt
for the support accorded him in the
past, F. T. 'Gorman begs to inform
them that he is now receiving and
opening his stock of elloice woolens
for fall and winter, and advises an
early inspection of the above goods.
Ile begs to draw special attention to
the fact that all work is executed by
a staff of first-class workmen, under
his own personal supervision, so that
customers May rely upon getting first-
clams tallering.
Being desirous to • retain the confi-
dence hitherto reposed in him, he is
determined to have all orders en-
trusted to hint to be made and trim-
med In the vi.ry best manner and at
the lowest price.
Wall Paper.
Over two thousand
rolls just received at
Hopper Bros.
Don't miss the opportunity of see-
ing Wyly & Burnett's X-mas goods.
tr
FOR SALE,
Cheap, a good 6-year-old pony—very
gentle and works and rides well. In-
quire at Brent & Phelps. Novaelt
A H.wll.g Success
Has been our great cloak sale the
past week. 'Tie true we are not mak-
ing any money on them, but we are
moving the goods out, and in consid-
eration of the fact that we were no
much overstocked that we feel very
much relieved as far as we have gone.
We wish to make a grand, clean
sweep this winter, and we will not
rest until every wrap in our still
large stock has been sold. We have
gone still further than cost on a few
thing's. We still have about fifty
wraps left from last season. Some of
these are good styles. We have just
cut cost in half on them. Do not fail
to see our handsome line of Modjes-
kas. Also our immense line of jackets
and Newmarketa. Black Cooney
muffs at 50 cents. N. B. SHYER.
Having sold out the Hopper stock
of drugs and leased the store house
formerly occupied by Hopper & Son
to Wyly & Burnett, we respectfully
ask all those indebted to the firm of
Hopper St Son to call at our new
place of business and settle.
HOPPER & SON,
East side Main street, two doors be-
low Bank of Hopkinsville.
ANDERSON & TATE
Will furnish and deliv-
er to any part of the
city.
Hay, Corn, Bran
.13k NT3CII
Chicken Feed,
Fresh Family Grocer-
ies, Country Produce,
&c. Ciiv-e them a call.
To My Friends/
And the public generally: Having
purchased the entire livery outfit of
Fritz Bros., I will in future conduct a
general Livery, Feed and Kale Stable
at their old and well-known stand,
Ninth street near the depot. Nice
Vehicles and good horses with care-
ful drivers furnished on short notice.
"Nellie" will be retained especially
for ladles. Respectfully,
It. A. ROGERS.
Lace curtains cheap at Frankel's.
novtf
A handsome line of
Christmas goods
Christmas cards a spe-
cialty at Hopper Bros.
Be ye men and suffer such bargains
to escape you? Clothing, overcoats,
boots, shoes, hats, furnishing goods,
she., now at cut prices at
N. B. SHYER'S Corner.
Railroad
Is all :lie talk with the men, but nor
Lou' Priced Furniture
Of all grades la all the TALK with the
LADIES All ladies like nice tt.ings
and for that reason we would-skir bir
everyilady,in the county to coins n and
see our nice
r-cococits,
Which are stacked from 801'1011 to
TOP, awl we will give you such prices
on all our
FURNITURE
That have never been heard of before.
We keep constantly on hand all grades
of Metalie and Wood Colitis anti Cita-
kete. All grades of Cloth Caskets on
ham' constantly. and turnished day or
night.
Thompson & McReynolds.
No 10 Main Sine(
C. M. LATHAM'S
NI Gift Distihtio:!
F. T. GORMAN
,THE TAILOR.
Elegant line of Dress Cloths all
Shades, at Frankel's. novISitf
Shoes $keet 1 Mimes!
Try our line of children's schoo
shoes. N. B. SHYER.
If you are in need of Carpet's or
Ruins call at Frankel's. nov1,4tf.
W. R. long has associated with
him in the fetidly grocery business
Mr. Charlet' M. Lacy, and, as Long &
Lacy they offer is general and com-
plete stock of family groceries at low-
est prices at their store on Sixth
street.
The Carpet Exhibitor will show
you how a carpet matches and lays.
Call at Frankel's and see it. novtf
•
For Eale or Rent.
A nice large residence near the city
limits with 13 acres of good grafts land,
with or *Melia 54 acres line pastore
adjoining; also fine farm near Belle-
view. Apply atones to R. W, Wises.
Overcoats lat manufacturer's cost at
Frankel's. ' nov2Fitf
Keep Tour Head Warm.
Every imaginable style, quality and
grade of head wear can be found at
N. B. SHYER'S Corner.
Just received at Frankel's a large
lot of Jackets and Short Wraps from
a Bankrupt Sale. novsEtf.
Dry Goods and Notions.
In addition to the inducements of-
fered in the very low prices of every
article in my house, I have deter-
mined to give to each cash purchaser
of every ONE DOLLAR'S worth of
goods a TICKET in the following list
of presents Which are absolutely
worth the prices named:
Upright Piano. Warranted, 000 SO
silk -tin sh Henrietta dryer . , is 00
Elegant Smyrna Rug .
l.ife-slze dressed
Goiti-bead silk Umbrella  
pair Gent's Fine shoe.
pair Lstliee' Elsie Shoes
Gent's Traveling Bag 
Fine Embroidered Lambrequin
Fine Table I over
Doz. Lathe.' Fine lloee
11, Dea. Gent's Fine Hose .....
I Dos Fine Napkins 
ISIs Fine Towel,. 
1,ISa Fume Towels 
Dez. tient'. Ilandkeri.hieto . I tie
1, Des. [Atlas' Emit. Handkerchiefs .1 oo
Fine Silk Muller 
Pair Fine Kid Gloves  t 75
pair Colored Kid Glove'   I 75
dap. Work-hex   5 on
Fancy Chair Tidy ..... .   . 00
Gent's Tie . I 00
Fame) Bath-towel 
•Fancy Fruit Basket
Bolt Masonvilie Domestic  ISO
Marseilles guilt
pair tents (degree
pair Genre Fine Suspenders .... . es
The above presents are on exhibi-
t'  in my show window. Do not
fail- to see them.
Remember that each cash purchase
of one dollar entitles you to one ticket,
ten dollars ten tickets, and so on.
C. M. LATHAM,
No. 5 South Main Mt.,
HOPKINSVInLE, KY.
Andrew Hall,
1101.114 I N..\ 11111.F., at.,
I .••• ler n
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And our concert captivates customers because
the silvery sound means 331 3: 17 er, saved to
every mother's on of them We are willing to
let
Competitors Ploy the Lyre!
There'd no denying that they are great on that
instrument and play with a good deal of vim
but the lyre doesn't last like our instrument.
WE BLOW OUR HORN!
To announce another bargain offer in which
we intend to paralyze prices and pulverize
profits on every line of goods we carry. Noth-
ing reserved, nothing exempt, but big reduc-
tions all round.
WE PLAY BY NOTE!
And if you set befoi e us a Treasury Note for
one, two. or five dollars, we will play so that
you will laugh till the gunpowder runs out of
the b eels of your boote. Bring along your notes
and we'll make the music at
IKE LIPSTINE'S,
Gish Building - Corner Main and Ninth.
Brudder Gardner, I Tell you What's de Fact Sala! Since Dem Sto'
Keepers Opened Out at Glass' Connah sah, a po' Men Don'
Hab to War Bed-tick Pants no mo'.
Our dear friend and fellow traveler, we would like to sit by your side and tell you some things that would do
you good. We would love to visit you and arodnd the eosy Are in your cheerful homes, tell you how to save
money. We know this would interest you, for in this hustling, busy life of ours, if there is any one thing that
interests a man more than another, it is how to save a dollar. But we can't visit vou as much as we would like to,
hence it is that we :ettort to the press—the mighty lever that moves human thought and human action—not to in-
form you how the election went, -or who is to be president of this glorious "E. Pluribus Ununit' for the next four
years, but something more important than that. We would a tale unfold of clothing slaughtered, of furnishing
goods sacrificed, hats and caps butchered and underwear slain, not "to make a Roman holiday," but to draw trade
and win custom. •
We would breathe into your ear tales of disaster, ruin and bankruptcy in New York, Chicago and Cincinnati,
where whole stocks are lumped off for what they will bring. Where poor men hanging on the ragged edge of ruin
offer a thousand dollars worth of clothing for a hundred and twenty-five dollars, and where we were ready with
the cold, hard bullion to slap down and take the goods. If you will come to our store we will show you some of
these goods:
Overcoats
Suits that
that cost the manufacturer $6 00 to make,for $4 50 and 5 00
cost for the goods alone $11, we will sell you for $8.
Childs suit part wool worth $1 75 for $1 00.
Boys " pure worsted 10 00" 5 00.
A good heavy black suit worth 6 00 for 3 25,
A good all wool Harris cassimere suit worth 13 60 for 6 75
A good cheviot suit worth 11 50 for 5 75.
A fine blk worsted (warranted imported) worth $16 for $8
A broadwale cutaway worsted worth 18 50 for 9 25.
Finest blk corkscrew worth 22 50 for 11 25.
In addition we will have made to you special order a pair of good heavy wool cassimere pants, fit guarran-
teed, for $3 00 that you will pay $5 00 for anywhere elite.
We will Nell you "Anderson's Warranted $2 00 Hat" and receive your gratitude with serene composure.
We will melt you a good all-wool red shirt or drawers for 39e, yes we will go you one better, we will sell you
All-Wool Scarlet Shirt or Drawers for 30 Cents.
A good heavy Camels hair shirt or drawers for -Po'. A Lambs wool shirt or drawers for 75'. Fancy wool,
tine white„ natural wool and Camels hair underwear for less money than you can buy them anywhere. We will
sell you 50 dozen children and boys yarn Mit8
WORTH 25c FOR 5c
per pair just for fun.
Good fur caps in College, Jockey or Alexis shape worth $1 50 for 75v. 50 dozen more of those British sox
worth 210 for 12tis. The best :no heavy winter cap in the city for men and boys.
This is no phunny business, but business that has cents and dollars in it. Come and see us and we will show
you prices that will make your hair stand on the end"like the quills on the fretful porcupine"to think of the prices
you have heretofore paid for something to wear. Remember the place.
J. H. ANDERSON & CO., Prop's.
CLASS CORNER.
Pruas nu.avrs
TWO RAILROADS.
6 Per Cent. 25 Year Guaranteed Bond
PENN
Ilistrillio Co. of Pa.
.A.G-1B 38.
Amount of Bud, $10,000. Allnal Illstallmoill, $551,00;
FOR. 2.Z
GUARANTEED SUM PAYABLE AT DEATH GUARANTEED SUM PAYABLE AT MA-
TURITY OF BOND—
Find year.
Second year 
Third year 
Fourth year 
Fifth year 
Sixth year
Seventh year 
Eighth year 
Ninth year 
Tenth year 
Eleventh year 
Twelfth year.
Thirteenth year 
Fourteenth year 
Fifteenth year 
Sixteenth year 
Seventeenth year 
Eighteenth year
Nineteenth year
Twentieth year 
Twenty-first year 
OCCURRING WITHIN
$10,800
11,200
11,800
12,400
13,000
 
13,000
14,3140
14,400
15,400
16,0(10
16,600
17,200
17,800
18,400
19,000
19,000
20,31Kf
  
20,900
21,400
22,000
22,000
Twenty-second year   23,110
Twenty-third year  25,800
Twenty-fourth year    24,400
Twenty-fifth year. .   25,000
IEES1c),COCOCO,
Together with all the surplus which lute accrued
to this bond, and a proportional part of the surplus
on ALL OTHER BONDS which have not matured,
estimated to be—
$12,180.00,
itg t let al \ -
$22,180.00.
Amount paid the Company in twenty-five years—
$13,775.11 0.
After the payment of three installments the
bond has a full-paid value for proportions. This
bond is issued by a company With over THIRTEEN.
MILLIONS OF ASSETS, and a clear surplus of
TWO MILLIONS over all present or contingent
liabilities.
FORTY-O TEARS UNSULLIED RECORD!
Entire mutuality being conducted by Memiibere
for Members.
1-1= C.' 0 2i4tP..'TT I..SC ISST.„-= 3
Ordinary Life,
Endowments, -
Life and Endowments,
Accumulated surplus, -
Endowment Annuity Bonds payable at death or between the ages
of 60 and80.
Grallite llti Marble Trust certificates payable annually alter a given age.loilumellts1
ALL POLICIES INCONTESTIBLE AFTER TWO YEARS.
I will remain here this e eek and o ill take pleasure in call lug 1111 you and explaining our plans, tool will do it
Best Material & Workmanship in a business-like manner. Don't be afraid of being "bored" by ME. for LIFE IS TOO SHORT.
.41L.•• 3E'. SWAIN,
I mashies It estern Brans-hi Office. Cincinnati.Al'—
BOTTOM FIGURES,
Address me
Care Bank of Hopkinsville.
10, 16 and 20 payments
10, 15, 20 and 25 years
5 year option
or semi-Tontine
eiS47"-.1.
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Step Down, Mouser!
At a meeting of a Clarksville HP
erary society held in that city Friday,
the question as to whether or not
Homer ever exited was debated.
We are now waiting in the agony of
ataspeans to learn the result of this de-
WOOL We are suffering ail the tortures
of the damned lest the laurels %illicit
have encircled the brow of the blind
hard of "Sehio's Rocky Isle- for tea
thousand years shall le• rudely torn
*ay by these cruel, cruel iconoclasts
of our sister city. We tremble for '
the fate of Homer when these learned I
antiquarians begin to dig around in
the dust of past centuries, o‘erturn-
lag accepted traditions and smashine
the idols which we have worshiped
for so many years in their search for '
evidence establishing the fact that
he was a myth. Ah, well If this
learned body decides that Homer was
a fraud anti a delusion that will settle
it for all time to come. Ilenelitus
will be a liar anti Plutarch a fool.
Their biographies of Homer e ill have
no weight against the overwhelming
decision of the Clarksville literary so-
ciety. Homer must step down and
out from the high niche in fame's tem-
ple where succeeding ages have been
proud to honor hint and limp lamely
Into the shadows of ohl iv ion ana there
will be "none so poor as to do him
reverence." The *even cities which
contended for the honor of having been
his birth-place will be forgotten, while
the city whose scholars dethromel
hint will live forever. We are anx-
ious to know ho in the opinion of
this learned society was the author of
the Iliad and thiessey since an analy-
sis of these two great works demon-
strates conclusively the "unity of
authorship and the undivided indi-
vidual existence of the author."
N%-ho is justly entitled to wear the
laurels which they have taken from
Homer? We are no less interested
In the successor than we are in the
fallen bard. Other scholars have dis-
puted his existence but none have
crowned his successor. Poor old
Homer, or rather poor old shadow of
a substance that never had existence!
Verily sigheth the poet (who is not a
myth)
-God by God goes out discrowned and die an-
nointed."
Whoa Baby was ,C.:t ere gave her Ci aorta
Wiens she was s ra.j site coed for ( adder*
Inset me tisrari,. diss. she clang to Castor*
Whoa elm had Child:ea. ahai gore darn Castoria
Churn,
There arc f•hurn, and churns! Rig
churns and little churns, eburnr+ old
and new, patent churns with patent
dashers, churns with straight flash-
ers and crooked cmehers and churns
with no dashers at all. There are ce-
dar churns, tin churns and glass
churns. There are swinging churns
and revolving churns, steam churn,
and hand churns, but all the ingenui-
ty has been vain till now. Churning
has 'till the present time been an oc-
cupation which the weary husband
has sought to shirk. When ordered
by "phe" who must be obeyed to
manipulate the churn dasher he
sighs a sigh or two in anticipation of
the work. There is a churn now just
out which makes churning a luxury
Instead of a labor. The dasher is
propeled by the rocking of a chair.
It was on exhibition at the court
house this week. The man sat in a
plush colored rocking chair and rock-
ed gently to and fro and the dasher
kept time with the swaying of his
body. Every farmer should get him
a churn like this. It will be a proud
privelege to churn then. When he
comes home from his work, tired and
weary and worried, he can take a
seat in the chair and while churning
he can pick up his NEW ERA and
keep posted upon all current events,
local, political, national and general.
DAILY', Pi; WEEKLY, $1, with tickets
in the drawing. We don't know the
price of the churn.
Railroad Noses-
The proposition submitted by the
Cairo & Tennessee River Railroad to
be voted on by Simpeon county, Jan-
uary 12, IWO, calls for ;100,000, $50,000
of which is to be paid when the road
reaches Franklin, and the other when
the road is completed through the
county. The proposition is indeed a
one, and should be voted by agood
large majority.
The Henderson Oleaner says that
work will be begun at once on the
0. V. railroad between Princeton and
Ilopkinfiville.
The 0. V. is hard at work on its
Evansville extenolon, five of the
twelve miles have been cempleted,
and the reinainder le to be little oil by
April 1st.
4W°
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. a marvel of purl-
7. strength and wholesomeness More Irt04101.•
teal than the ordinary kin is and cannot be solo
in °competition with the multitude of ow test,
shoes weight alum or phosphate powders. (*Id
sale its seas. ROT•L R•11110 POWDZ1 CO., 10.
Will Street. N. T.
Toll's Pill
eilivinlate• the torpid liver. istrewelb-
ese• ii,., d laws( I • e ergs se•. regal ate+, Gni
bou eta, mad •ro unequaled ma ass
11NTI-BILIOU8 MEDICINE,
•nalsrl•lifIntriele their airiness,.
n idyls reesognisieel • as they geonsens pee.
feline prescr:olvol lie reveille ilsotoetieni
f,.... ii.I Weiland anseastir swear
reeled. entail. Penna. eerie.
Sold Zvorywhoro.
Office, 44 Murray Mt., Now York.
ras 13UYZIe5'01.110.111issued Ranh and Dept.,
each year. It la an sae,.
elopodis of useful info,.
:nation for all who put%
vases tho luxuries or tho
:locomotion of life. W.
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"7".118,- salt] 12ts toresnip, In giving his
decision, "is a s•ery curious point, and one
which, when first raised by the learned
attorney general, struck me with sor.ie
force; but, on considering It and hearing
Mr. Short. I am convinced that it is an
objection that cannot be supported"
(here Ensnare gave a sigh of relief). "It
Is argued on the part of the defendant
that Miss Sr.:Others is, for the purposes of
this case.. a document, and nothing but a
document, and as such that her mouth is
shut. Now I think that the learned at-
torney general cannot have thought this
matter out when he came to that conclu-
sion What are the circumstances? A
will is supposed to have been tattooed
upon this lady's skin; but is the skin the
whole person? Does not the intelligence
remain. and the individuality? I think
that I can put what I mean more clearly
by means of an illustration. Let us auto-
pose that I were to uphold the defendants
objection, and that, as a consequence. the
plaintiff's awe were to break down. Then
let us suppose that the plaintiff had
persuaded the witness to be skinned-
there Augusta nearly jumped from her
seat)--"and that she, having survived
the operation, was again tendered to
the court as a witneeia would the wart
then be able, under any pee:sit:Mt v, to re-
fuee to accept her evidence? This docu-
ment, iii tbe form of human parchment,
would then he in the hands of lie officers
of the court, and the person from whom
the parchment had been removed would
also be before the court. Could it be still
maintained that the two were so identical
and inseparable that the disabilities at-
taching to a document must necessarily
attach to the person? In my opinion, cer-
tainly not. Or, to take another ease, let
as suppose that the will had been tattooed
upon the leg of the person, and, under
similar circumstances, the leg were eta off
and produced before the cortrt. either In a
flesh or a mummified condition, could it
then be seriously advanced that because
the inscribed leg-standing on the table
before the court-had once belonged to the
witness sitting in the witness box, t hear-
foro It wen not competent for the witness
to give evidence on account of his or her
documeutary_ attributes? Certainly it
could not. Therefore, it sena to =thee
that which is separable must, for the put. 
posesof law, be tu.keia as aineely
separated, and that the will on the back
of this witness must be looked upon as
though it were in the hands, at this mo-
ment, of the officers of the court, and.
consequently, I overrule this objection.*
•Will your hardship take a note of your
lordship's decision'!" asked the attorney
general, in view of an appeal.
"Certainly, Mr. Attorney. LA thill
witness be sworn."
CHAPTER XXI.
'MAST AS PRAYED.
Accordingly Augurs was sworn, and
Enstace observed that when she removed
her veil to kiss the book the sight of her
sweet face produced no small effect upon
the crowded court.
Then James began his examination In
chief, and, following the lines which he
had laid down in his opening speech, led
her slowly, while allowing her to tell her
own story as much as possible, to the time
of the tattooing of the will on Kerguelen
Land. All slung the history had evi-
dently interested everybody in the court
-not excepting the julge-intensely;
but now the excitement rose to belling
point.
"Well," said James, -tell his lordship
exactly how it came to pass that the wild
of Mr. Meeson was tattooed upon your
shonklars."
In quiet, but dramatic language.
Augusta accordingly narrated every de-
tail. from the time when Meeson confided
to her his remorse at having disinherited
his nephew up to the execution of the
will, at her suggestion, by the sailor
upon her own shoulders.
"And now, Miss Smithers," said James,
when she had done, "I am very sorry to
do so, but I must ask you to exhibit the
document to the court."
Poor Augusta colored up, and her eyes
filled with tears, as she slowly undid the
dust cloak which hid her shoulders (for,
of course, she had come In low dress).
The judge, looking ye sharply, observed
her natural distress.
"If you prefer It, Miss Preithersi," said
his lordship, etitirttiounly, el will enter
the eourli to is. leaped if terry it.. OX.
rept these who are maturity enurnesi is
the "
Al these ouilienut words a .1.tol.ler of
pttrrt passed thrtiugl, the tietnes1.4 ranks. It would, lieleed, tie,e, after all their striving, lei hard If
they were deprived of the sight of
Augusta's shoulders; and they sateen at
her despairingly to see what she would
answer.
"I thank your lordship," she said, with
a little bow; "but thore would still be so
many left that I do not think that it
would greatly matter. I hope that every-
body will understand my position, and
extend their conaideration to me."
"Very well," said tee judge, and with.
one further ado she tier* off chock
and the silk handkerchief beneath it. and
stood before the court dressed in a low
!lack dress.
"I am afraid that I must ask you to
some up here," said his lordship. Ac-
cordingly she walked round, mounted the
bench, and turned her back to the judge,
In order that he might examine what was
written on it. This be did very sarefully,
with the aid of • magnifying glass, ro-
terrine now and again to the photographic
copy which Dr. Probate had feted in tb
registry.
"Thank you," he said, presently; "that
will do. I am afraid that the learned
counsel below will wish to have an oppor-
tunity of inspection."
So Augusta had to discoed, and slowly
walk along the ranks, stopping before
every learned leader to be carefully ex-
amined, while hundreds of eager eyes in
the background were fixed upon her un-
fortunate shoulders. Howeyer, at last it
came to an end.
-t!.That. wllL& Mos fiegthomf ..sald_the
judge, for whose consideration she felt
deeply grateful: "you can put on your
cloak again now." Accordingly she
clothed herself, and re-entered the box.
"The document which you have just
shown the court, Miss Smithers," said
James, -is the one which was executed
upon your bark in Kerg-ueleu Land on or
about the 22t1 day of December, last
year?
"It Is."
"It was, I nnderetand, execnted in the
presence of the testator and the two at
testing w it nesses, all three being present
• together, and the sigeature of each beieg
tat t a fed in the presence of the other?"
-It wee-
• • Wae t lint et el', so far as ytiu weld
eidee i.e in,t. of the dictation and
55i', ii cii of the will, of sound mind.
••Nto....t. certain he was."
' nod the sugget,tiei..; of
ir I ia Vt. already given 4.; hi e, 
tusk. nay tile I e-davr'r
mind, n. an. to induce him to make this
••I did not.-
-And to these farts you scene:"
"I de."
Then he passed on to the lusters' of the
death of the two sailors who had attested
the will, and to the account of Augusta's
ultimate rescue, finally eldsing his exam-
! 'nation in chief just as the clock struck
four, whereon the court adjourned till tho
following day.
As may be imagined, though things had
cone fairly well so far, nobody concerned
of our party passed an overeosnfortable
night. The strain was too peat to ad-
mit of it, and really they were all glad to
find themselves in the court-which was,
if uossible. even more crowded on the
following morning-filled with the hope
that the day might Fee the matter decided
one way or the other.
As scr.n as the judge had come in Au-
gusta manned her place in the witness
bex erti the uttorney general rose to
cros-exarnine her.
•.) ou told the court. Miss Smithers, at
the concluon si of pens evidence, that you
are now :Clawed to be married to Itle
Meeaon, the plaintiff. Now, I am sorry
to have t,• put a personal question to you,
len I must ask you, went you, at the time
of the tattooing of the will, in love with
Mr MI Coln?"
mix was elem. thrust, and poor An•
gush% colored tip honest I, it; however, her
native wit entile to her aid.
"If you will define, sir, what being in
love is, I will de niy best to answer your
question," /4110 raid Whereat the audi-
ence, including 1.in lordship, smiled.
The attorney mineral looked puzzled.
Is well he might. for there are some
things which are beyonie, the learning of
even an attorney general.
-Weil," he said, -were you matrimo-
nially inclined toward Mr. Meesour
••Surely. Mr. Attorney General," said
the judge. "the one thing does not neces-
sarily include the other.'
••I bow to your lordship's experience,"
said Mr Attorney, tartly. "Perhaps I
had better put my question this way-
'ii. at that thee, any prospect of be-
coming engaged to the plaintiff"
you were tattooed out of regard for the
plaintiff, and not purely in the interstres
of justice?"
"Yes; I snppose so."
-Well, Mr. Attorney," interposed the
Judge, "and what if she wale"
"My object. my lord, was to show tint
this young lady was not the purely inn.
passive medium in this matter that tuy
learned friend, Mr. Short, would lead the
court to believe. She was acting from
motive."
"Host _people do," said the judge,
dryly, "Dut it does not follow that this
toot Ire Was an improper on."
Then the learned geeiiewee rent lived ley, the Weyer of IL J, (I, lirnke, of
bin eroweeentieenue, dip/Newt: all ti,, Illekeasts enmity, Tenn., wee hull Fri-
Ingenuity of his ;wrath'sl inleal el lig day, Wit underetand his lentil wait
the the testator Win Melilla melee the
undue Itinitenee of herself; reeondly, Mr. ninon Willtiedge, of 'ttrydani,
that when the will was eiventeil he WPP Mei, very ruiltleitly Wednesday night,
son tempos metals. To this cud lie dwelt
at great length on every detail of the It Is thought that an 
()verdure of mor-
events between the tattooing of the mill vaulted It, as lie bought a bottle
and the death of the testator cli the fol
lowing day, making as much as was pen 
that afternoon.
j u Igo recall ea A ugusia-to- idenCif. What
was most important, however, was that
she gave the racist distinct evidence that
she had herself seen the late Mr. Meeson
interred, and identified the body as that
of tho late publisher by picking out his
photograph from among • bundle of a
dozen that were handed to her. Also she
swore that when Augusta came aboard
the whaler the tattoo marks on her bark tion From Picador.
were not healed.
No cross-examination of the witness
worth the name having been attempted,
Jaines called a clerk from the office of the The Peculiarities of Aton. Henry Wat-
late owners of the It, M. S. Kangaroo,
who, produced the roll of the ship. on , fereon Vividly Described,
which the names of two sailors, Johnnie,
Butt anti Dill Jones, duly appeared.
VARIETIES. Ito have but one 
object on earth in
view and that to get to the Courier-
.
Journal office and some time or other
, to break Ten Broeck's record. The
'
portraits of Mr. Watterson in the car-
toons that have been so numerously
fills closed the plaintiff's case, and the 
- -
attorney general at once proceeded to call The 
it' 
"unuer"411 (lob
and What it ie Mang.
Special to the New En:
his witnesses. reserving his remarks till
the conclusion of the evidence. He had
only two witnesses-Mr. Todd. the law-
yer. who drew and attested the will of
.4v 10, and his clerk, who also attested
It. and their examination did not take
In cross-examination, however,
bleb these witnesses admitted that the
testator was in a great state of passion
when he executed the will, and gave de-
tails of the lively scene that then oc-
calm .
Then the attorney general rose to ad-
dregs the court for the defendants. He
sent there were two queetions before the
curt, reserving, for the present, the ques-
ti;in ns to t he admissibility of the evidence
of Anieusta Scnithers; and those were-
est. did the tattoo marks upon the lady's
ha,t'A constitute a will at all? aed. sec-
ure:1y, supposing that they did, was it
proved to the satisfaction of this court
that these undated marks were dnly exe-
cuted by a sane and unineuenced man, in
the presence of the witnesses. Ste required
by the statute Ile mainteined. in the
fine place. that these marks were no will
within the meaning of the stat-
ute. but, feeling that he was not
on very sound ground on this point.
quickly passed on to the other aspects of
the ease. With much force and ability he
dwelt upon the etrimeeness of the whole
story, and how it rested solely upon the
i.eidenee elle witness, .11:gusta Smith
1•171 It Was lady lithe court accepted her
esidence ra it stood that it could toms to
the ronclusion that the will was executed
re all. or. indeed. that the two interning
wit:lessee were on the i• hinfl at all Con-
tideriter then reintiens n1.1-li existed be.
tiviseu witnesn and the plaintiff. was
the e• t prepared te accept her evidence
la this unreserved wry? Was It prepared
to decide that this will, In favor of n man
With whom the testator had violently
quarreloti. and had disinherited in rouse.
quente of that quarrel, was not, if Wiped
It was executed at all, extorted by this
lady from a weak and dying, and possibly
a deranged, man? And with this question
the learned gentleMen sat down.
Ile was followed briefly by the solicitor
4eneral and Mr I iddlesticki but though
they talked fluently enodgh, addressing
themselves to various minor points, they
had nothing fresh of interest to adduce,
and finishin at I If akt James rose•:1 p ,
to reply on the whole case on behalf of
• 
the plaintiff.
•None whatever." There was a moment's ranee while he
"hid you submit to this tattooing was arranging his notes. and then. just as
which must have been painful, with Ito was about to le-':yin, tl:e judge said,
view of becoming engaged to the plain- quietly. "Thank you, Mr t^liert. I do not
tiff!" think that 1 need trouble you and James
"Certainly not. I may poba ont," she *at down with a gage. ter he knew that
added. with hesitation. ••thst such a dis- the ("nese was Won'
ftgurement is not likely to add to sn-• ....-
body's attractions." Is Consumption Inesrable I
'Please answer my questkee, Miss
Smithers. and do not remittent el them. Read the fo
llowing: Mr. C. IL
How did you conic. owl,. Ii.u it your. Morris, Newark, Ark., says: "'as
self to such a disagreeable oemationf' d with Alweiss of , Lungs,
 andown 
'•I submitted to it becuuse I 5.1„nrht It friendfl and pronouncedRe-
right to do so, there being no et! cr aip
re 
me an Incurs de Consumptive. 
pant means at hand of attainir tg gun taking Dr. King's New Discovery
late Mr. Sliseson's end. Also"-.tad rho for Consumption; am now on my
paused. , third bottle, and able to oversee the
"Also S4 hat!“ work on my farm. It is the finest
"Also I had a regard for Mr. Eustare itedicine ever made."
Meeson, and I knew that he bad lest 1,•. Jesse hliddlewart, Decatur, Ohio,
inheritance through a quarrel also:t n •.• .taysit "Had it not been for Dr. King's
self." • New Discovery for Consumption I
-ale now we are sow ing to it. Thi.a mould have died of Lung Troubles.
Vast given up by doctors. Am now
best of health." Try it. Sample
tele% free at Harry B. Garner's, City
arnutey.
Froni the Surrounding Country.
The pew Episcopal rectory at
Clarksville is about eompleted. It
contains twelve roman and the Ch rim-
tele says it is a tine anti substantial
bit !Wing.
examining trial of flee, V, 'rm.
le trove by Augusta's itiluileeirms, nit, pipped at $15,0110,
Bible out of the tact that he tiled in a fit of Enema, Itchy, Mealy, Mtn Tortures.
mania. But, do what he would, he could
not shake her evidence upon any material The simple application of "Swayne'e
point, and when, at last, elle sat down, Ointment,"without any internal mod-
James Short felt that his crew had not no. leine, will cure any case of Teller, Malt
ceived any serious blow. Itheunt, Ringworm, Pike, Itch, Sores,
Then, a few more questionn having been Pimples, &nevus, all Scaly, Itchy
asked he erase-examination by various Skin Eruptions, no matter how obsti-
other counsel, JRITlf rose to re-examine, nate or long Mending. It in potent,
and, with the object of rebutting the pre- effective, and costs but a trifle.
sumption of the teustater's mental me
soundness, made Augusta at all the
details of the coufeason that the late rib-
fisher had made to her as regards his
methods of trading. it was hematitel to
see the fury and horror portrayed upon
the countenances of the choleric Mr. Ad-
dison and the cadaverous Mr. Roscoe when
they saw the molt cherished secrets of
the curtains of the trade, as practiced at
Meesfees, thus paraded in the open light
of day, while a dozen swift penciled re-
porfers took every detail down.
Then, at last, Augusta was told to stand
down, which she did thankfully enough,
and Mrs. Thomas, the wife of Capt.
Thomas, was called. She proved the find-
ing of Augusta on the island, and that
she had seen the hat of one of the sailors,
and the rum earth two-thirds empty, and
also produced_ the shell out of which the
WO had drunk the rum (which shell the
A Birthday Dinner Party,
Ily Grapevine to the NI•W.Era.
ANTIOCIli Nov. 24.-On the 2fIth
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Littlefield gave a
birthday thinner to their son, Wesley,
who had just reached his majority.
Wesley is a promising young fellow
and well liked by all who know him.
Those present were Misses Laura
Davis, Hattie Ralston, Mary Yancey,
1..:tts Coffee, Lena Hanna, Sonic Han-
na, anti Messrs. W. W. Littlefield,
Chas. Lacy, E. P. Wilkine, C. W.
Foster, Jas. Wilkins, Frank Pringle,
R. D. Toiler, Richard Yaneey, J. B.
Littlefield, W. D. Ralston, Walter
Yancey, F. W. Wood, Wesley Star-
ling and Joe Lindsay. Several hours
were passed very pleasantly.
; LOUISVILLE, Nqv. 24.-The most
renowned o.urnalist in the south at
present is Henry Watterson, of the
Courier-Journal, and Mr. Wutterson's
1 renown is, to a large extent, based, upon the very general abuse which
I dmappointed Democratic papers are
Ipouring outu n his H • rion-like
i bead over the polith•al failure of his
crusade in favor of tariff reforiu.
, There is not another public man in
the United Mattes who eould take this
abuse with more good nature and
eatisfaetion than Mr. Watterson.• lie
has always been a vigorous political
fighter, loving a fight for the exercise
it fumnehes, and has thrived upon op-
position as other men would thrive
on support and assistance. It is curi-
ous to note what impreselone of Mr.
NVatterson'e personality are shadow-
ed forth in various attacks that are
made upon him. It has been the
customi to speak of him as a brilliant
anti erratic man, all of whose actions
are baste' upon palming inspirations.
Nothingcould be further front truth
In many respects then this, There is
no journalist in the United States
who has en long anti conelstentiv
fought for the remernition and mi.
enneement qf one idea as Mr. Wetter-
-i son has &tie in the cause of tariff re-
form. Ile began the fight twelve or
fifteen years ago upon the deliberate
idea chat the forcing of that question
to the front would not only Iwnetit
the yountry In its eContunic aspects,
lout would have a tentient•y to obliter-
. ate lite sectional lines Lilani WWII
! parties were divided, and would give
l ull parts of the country a t'han'e toweperate upon the lines suggested by
their own Interests. 11.• reasoned
that if a practical buminees issue of
that kind could be joined, Instead of
paruding battered and scarred senti-
rnentalitiestili both sides, the atten-
tion of the politicians would be cen-
An Interesting Cominnnica-' published in the 
Illustrated paers
such portraits usually represent their
'originals. The chief exaggeration re-
sorted to is in the lengthening of the
Hyperion curl that flourishes over
his forehead, and in enlarging the
bushy appearance of his eyebrows.
From an intellectual standpoint he is
an unusualiyimpressive and notable
looking man. He is now in the prime
of life with a strong and vigorous
frame, well proortioned and of about
set on broad shoulders anti his face
bean( every imprint of a strong and
vigorous intellect. He is exceedhigiy
quick and nervous in his manner,
usually assertive and somewhat deg-
ninth. in the expression of his opin-
ion and takes the idea of whatever is
I eaiti in his presence with lightening-
like rapidity. In the Courier-Jour-
nal office he inspires every writer; from the occasional contributor up to
the ManagingEditor with his own
ideas. This inspiration is conveyed
Ii, the principal membere of the staff
by conversation and discussion, aud
the more remote menibers take it up '
out of the atniosphere which, in the
office is surcharged with the Wetter-
monian personality, like the air in
November is full of magnetism. He
never steps out of the elevator on the
fifth floor to go into his eomewha
dingy, but comfortable, private office
that the knowledge of his presence
does not communicate itself through-
out the whole establishment as if elec-
tric bells all over the office were con-
nected with his body. He usually
wears a clostefittingCardiggan jacket
while at work and his fine blond hair
is toseed about in picturesque confu-
sem. He conies anti goes through
the various departments with the
same energy which he exhibits on
the streets, and apparently never has
a leisure moment.
There is an idea that Mr. Wailer-
0,,t1 dashes nit Ida editorials as young
poets. are known to "dash oft" their
ineplratione for the rural papers, but
flea*. who are acquainted with his
ne•tisods of work know better titan
this. All ;of his writing is done at
biome lti him library, and whatever
pains anal labor are attendant upon
the delivery of the children of his
1 bra in few people know. But his
I "copy" is always singularly well pre-
i pared, except in the matter of chi-
rography, and it bears every impress
lof having been produced with ex-
' treme care and thought. In addition
Li, this he is particular to see every
repreeent him more faithfully than
the middle height. His head is well
ago a meeting of young men was held
at the Board of Trade one day at noon
to raise subscriptions for a fund for
the purpose of advertising the city.
The older men had been at it for a
week or two and the young fellows
called their meeting together on one
day's notice and raised nearly $3,000
before the elders had fairly got into
working order. The next day after
the meeting three or four of those
present were commenting upon the
rapidity with which, the young men
had accomplished their work, and it
was suggested that it would be a good
thing if the young men had an organ-
ization where all public business of
that kind could be as rapidly and suc-
cessfully carried out. The result of
the gossip of this little group was that
a call was issued for a meeting and in
less than ten days the Commercial
club was organized with 140 members.
There are now over 700 members of
the club and they have pushed them-
selves forward in every public move-
ment of a business character. They
organized the Fall Celebration and
carried it out, and every public enter-
prise can count upon getting an im-
mense amount of work out of the or-
ganization with the least amount of
wind. The club has distributed many
thousands of pamphlets, circulars
and maps advertising the city and the
state, and they always have some
'scheme of this kind upon foot. At
present they occupy handsome, but
limited quarters at the corner of
Sixth anti Main streets, but •ol the
1st of January workmen wit+ be re-
pairing the site for a magnificent
structure at the corner of Main and
Fourth streets which will be the per-
manent home of the organization.
The building is to cost $350,000 and is
to be the handsomest architectural
design ill the city. There will be ten
snorkel and elevatore enough to make
If You Are Sick 1
With Headache, Neuralgia, Rh( lunation HYW*11-
*a, Biliousness, Mood Humors. kidney Diem"
Constipation, Yemale Troubles, Feeer and Ague,
Sleeplessness, Partial Paralysis, or Nervous Pros-
tration, use ealne's Celery Compound and he
cured. In each of thew the cause * sonata or
physical overwork, anxiety, exposure Or malaria,
the effect of which ta weelten the nervous sys-
tem, resulting In one of these diseases. Remove
the cans with that great Nerve Tonle, and tho
Iteseix will disappear.
Paine's Celery Compound
Jas. L. Hewett. Springfield. Maas , writes .-
"Paine's Celery Loutpound cannot be excelled as
a Nerve 'Ionic. In my case • angle bottle
wrought a great change My nerriusneen entirely
disappeared, and wtth It the resulttne affeetkin
of the stomach, heart and liver, and the whole
tone of the system was wouderfuly in•igoratecl.
I tell my friends. if sick as I have been, taint's
Celery Compound
Will Cure You!
Sold by druinrista. It; for 5.". Prepared only
by W LL1J, itIC11.41.111LiN e(a, &ULU:WU/IL VL
For the Aged, Nervous, Debilitated.
Warranted &ear ways
dyes ever mack ais4 to give
durable colors, am the Iheraeloi, and
mother
A Dress Dyed FOR
A Coat Colored
} 10Garments Renewed CENTS.
A Child can use them!
Unequetied foe oil Fancy and Art Wort,
at druggists and Mercbtuna Dye Book him.
WELLS, RICHARDSON & Le., Prose., Beringtes, Vt.r ICIEt,sa IszthengeavBiLajourrIlltin•CIMigivrat5U h
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Grand Display.
Never equaled in the South ! Prices lower than ever
before! Don't miss seeing it.
Hendrick's China Hall,
209 N. College Street, NASHVILLE, Tenn
.b.&- 2,2selaort.
Formerly of NELSON & JRNUP.
INT=7-MOINT (.St
W,
Late of D&BNICY RUSH.
Tobacco and Grain Commission Merchants
RAILROAD AND ELEVENTH STREETS.
We give peceeval attention to Inspection and Sale of every Hogshead of Tobao-
co consigned to us.
Liberal advancement made on Tobacco in store. All Tobacco insured at cost of
owner unless written instructions to the contrary.
H H ABEIINATHT B. C 
LONG
.AL1342)x•xies,tkusr 31Lecolagir,
Successors to ABERNATHY a, CO.
Central Tobacco Warehouse
No 230, on North side of Ninth Street, one square from Depot.
All tobacco consigned too us will receive our personal attention, both in
sampling and selling. Stables and quarters for teams and teamsters.
THE LADIES
of llopkinaville •nd surrouoiling conbty are respectfully Invited to call at
Thompson & Meador's
HARDWARE STORE.
sad we the largest and handsomest stork of chinaware ever displayed In the city. We eau
furni-h too beautiful 56 pieces tea sets from RS $1500; 100 owes,. Decorated dinner sets from$11 to$63 00. We can sell you for the P111111 of $11 WI a besutiful 58 piece Tea Set, Hartland A
Co's. French china, worth $10. We •re daily receiving New designs in hanging lamps h ell are
selling at [Imes ranging from $150 to sin 00, ltemember we will be glad t. hare you call. sod
will take great pleaeure in showing our immense stock weeteer you wish to parcbass or sot.
Very lteepectfully,
ompson Meador.
Vc•r rhsty- iir...
We will sell during the next 30 days 10,000
a quiet man dizzy. Already the lead- rolls of
ing professional and financial mag-
nate* are fighting for places in the 
•
building. It will take at least eigh-
teen months to complete it.
The Commercial league of the state
I. now in proeesm of organization upon
• similar plan. Efforts are being
made to have Commercial clubs or-
ganized in all the leading towns and
cities of Kentucky with a central
board of directors. When this is eons-
pleted a great deal of work will be
done towards pushing the state Into
prominence and attracting capital
from the east. At the rate at which
railroads are being built in Kentucky
it memo that Judge Pig Iron Kelley's 
•
prediction is sure to be realised. Patterns of 1888 and 1889. Samples free
a year ago he said that within the
When the old gentleman was out here
application.
next ten yeare there would be a greater
national, and the southern states goes to the press and revises it with 
California during the decade follow-
would 
upon a euestion eminently , proof of his writing before it finally any other
 state in the Union except
d be left to themselves to work the utmost care. It is a well known ing
 the discovery of gold.
Kentucky than had been known by 
• tInflux of population and capital to
out their own salvation and deal with fact among literary workers that no
the personal and race questions, in writer who is careful enough to ap-
governments in their own way. He predate the value of close revision is
was the first southern journalist who ever without the most pains-taking
had the courage to say as early as
1875 that the north hail no business
undertaking to back up the ignorant
negro of the south, stet put him in
charge of the governments of the
southern states simply because he
was in numerical ascendency, while
the white man of the south monope
heed all of the intelligenee and prop-
erty at stake and would be the victims
of every experiment made by ignor-
ance and vice. Upon these two prop-
ositione he has stood consistently and
courageously. He pushed forward
both of them for fighting purposes
after mature deliberation, anti, hav-
ing done that, he brought a brilliancy,
a (both and a courage to the main-
tainanee of those Was that no other
journalists in the south could begin
to equal. Mr. Wattenion has even
made the tariff discussion readable,
and it is a noticeable things that he
never writes anything in the Cour-
ier-Journal which is not promptly
and widely quoted in the newspapers
of the whole country.
Mr. NViittereen is not a methodical
worker. 1 here are times when he does years he has ceased entirely to write
not write for the Courier-Journal for on general subjecte.
weeke at a time. When he does There are few Melt wittete eon-item-
start into work he Is ciipable emir- imiehip Is more dillgt•ntly sought by
motel labor, and the brIlhaney end bright people of all kindle and that
intermittence of Isle work has had argue,. a very wide range of *pupa-
more to do with produving the len• titles and a very. liberal mind. While
prolusions that lie is errat led hail any- NI r. Walleream is tteliwildolls ltghst-
Ilsi else, People generally 'seem to et. there Is tio Mall Whit VIM emulsive
neve an Idea hat no man can be lit tisiee 111111.reties• with a well-man-
panned %VIM litter not wear list' 11101114*Pt mane' adveraary mitre grarefully thee
anal give tint the Idea lir beteg •'t tip- lie. There Is man who eon 
hold
Mills' Is pail imarer tit great Intel- and the ulive bralieli of emielliation
It'd tial runerai, anal Willed by that or Wilts Vail ACCeid It with fill ire. nie
Rol tenet. Mr. ‘Vattereasii Is widen, overawe+ 14 lomat list sure. It very
in earnest. Hut in • reality be is a sehlem,indetel, that him elleIllited
Wan of very Intetireleeling, whieli notoifter nwhile, become (riptide.
buoyed up by a trtenentioue phyrical lie maker plenty of active enemies
vigor that calls for an outlet in sill when lie is in full firmer and
 has We
sorts of way'. When he is at home batttit•-axe in hie hand. But 
when
anti engaged in active work it is just , the tight is over no man can show
as probable that he will turn out live lllll re magnanimity; tin man can more
eolunine of editorial mutter ill a I gracefully recognize the meritorious
day and will keep it up for and good qualities of his opponent;
days at a stretch, as that lie will write and the result is that seeing these-
half a column and give up the rest of good qualities on both cities; they
the (lay to a congenial dinner tarty or usuall • bury the hatchet and rider
an evening at the theatre. Then be-
fore any body knows it he is oft' for
Washingen or New York, for both of
which places lie has a great fondness
and where he has numberiers admir-
ers and friends.
Ills a singular fact that this meet
characteristic and famous of Ken-
tuckiane should be lees familiarly
known in Kentucky than he is in
New York, Mr. Wattertion has nev-
er traveled much in his own state,
and the number of people in the state
whb know him by sight and are on
tering of good actjuaintance with him,
even in Louisville, is remarkably
small. While at home !wean be Keen
almost any afternoon between 4 and
o'clock walking in from his modest
home on Chestnut street to theCouri-
er-Journal office. He has his head
down, both hands in the pockets of
his sack coat or overcoat, and rushes
along like a steam engine, looking
neither to the right nor left, seeming
ettbrts in its original production. Be-
tween o'clock in the evening and 11
o'clock at night, at which hour he
Militate eOlitte• ill to revise !tie proof.,
31 r. Watterson is a typical man-about-
town, being a delightful, intellectual
rounder. If he is not at some pleas-
ant thinner he If sure to be found at
Macauley's theatre where his favor-
ite chair is Oxen tee seats distant
from the first fiddler, anti where he is
delighted at everything presented,
from the broadest farce to the deep-
est tragedy. He knowe every actor
anti actress of consequence in the
eountry, and hundreds of the most
utterly insignificant people of the
stage. All the musical people, and
the "artists" of every description who
come to Louisville make it their chief
aim and objeet to have hi r. W•atter-
eon before the footlights. If one of
them can eueceed in having hint
write Homething critical or idealietic
about the performance, it is at once
heralded on three sheet posters to the
uttermost limits of the country. He
was once fond of doing this but of late
enoughsmoke out of the peace pipe
to obecure all differt•nces.
It Is needles* to say, therefore, that
with this temperament, Mr. Wetter-
son takes the abuse that is being
heaped upon him with perfect equa-
nimity, and when the time conies he
will be just as ready to do battle 'for
the principle he ham advanced as
though no word of blame had ever
been uttered towards+ hint, and as if
there were no other question in List-
world as worthy of being considered
as that of tariff' reform.
The Commercial chitin Work.
The Commercial club of Louleville
is making preparations; to chaperone
a body of business men over the Louis-
ville, St. Louis di Texas railroad
whenever it is opened. The sudden
spring into influence and importance
of this club is one of the wonders of
Louisville. About eighteen months
THIS AGE
Is full of humbugs, and that
remedy that disproves this charge is
a God-send to humanity. B. B. B.
has never failed, and that ought to
count for something to him who wanta
to be cured of what B. B. B. seta it-
self up to cure.
rreitLY SIMPI•ED!
MERIDIAN, MISS., July 12, 1887.
For a number of veers I have suf-
fered untold agony from the effects of
blood poison. I had my case treated
by several prominent physicians, but
received but little, if any, relief. I
resorted to all sorts of patent medi-
cines, spending a large amount of
money, but yet getting no better.
My attention was attracted by the
cures said to have been affected by
B. B. B., and I commenced taking it
merely ail an experiment, having bitt
little faith in the results. To my ut-
ter surprise I soon comnienced to im-
prove, and deem myself to-day a well
and hearty person-all owing to the
excellent qualitiettof B. B. B. I can-
not commend it too highly to those
suffering from blood_,Isoison.
J. G. GI Roost,
Trainman M. 1 0. It. It.
Arrra YEARS.
11,t1.11mung, Aprli Ints7.-leor
giver twenty years lines. been trim hied
wills uleereted bowels' sisal bleeding
plies, and gnaw very week anti thlnlogo or wisp& I hem.
tined flour bottitieof B. R. IL, and have
gained pound' lit weight, and fetal
better in general health than I have
for ten years. I retentsustand your
B. H. H. as the beet mettleine I have
ever motel, and owe my improvement
to the use of Botanie Blood Balm,
Ecounit's A. SMITH.
ele Ext•ter St.
AN OLD MAN RESUMED.
DA eyries, IA., June 30. W.-Being
an old man anal suffering from gener-
al debility and rheumatism of the
joints of the shoulders, I found diffi-
culty in attending to my business,
that of a lawyer, until I bought and
used five bottles of B. II. IL, Botanic
Blood Balm, of Mr. T. Jones of J.
It. Irwin & Son, and my general 'health
is improved, and the rheumatism left
me. I believe it to be a 
H. 
medi-
cine. J. LANG.
All who desire full information
about the cause and cure of Blood
Poisons, Scrofula and Scrofulous
Swellings, 'Ulcers, Sores, Rheuma-
tism, Kidney Complaints!, Catarrh,
etc., 'an secure by alai', free, a eopy
of our 32 page Illustrated Book of
Wonders, filled with the most wonder-
ful and startling proof ever before
known. Address,
111Ason Haut Co., Atlanta, Oa.
A. 11111a amCo.,
Cor let and Locust Streets, Evansville, Ind.
Ite barka aper,
At (N and 7 cents per roll,
In lots to suit buyers. °These goods are full /
length,
on
e are Branching Out
“or.ine of him neui Hal finally and intent to let y it up as long as there la any room fur in
provenseat in any of 101 our departments capable of improvement. We aim to be at
The Top of the Tree,
And se are hound b, get there if there is any virtue in Isaacs( meth-As, fai- issalungs and for
priers. We have had such floe succe.• in our bummer that we now have another eleg•at store-
room, Lad hare them both chocked full of Furniture of every description We are now prepared
to au all orYers eatiewled to us, and will guarantee that our g Kola and pr cc. sill c steam with
those of any house is Lae eouoity. We have
The Most Complete Line of Furniture
Ever carried in this city. and can rave 1,,, 1.er more on every purch•re. We intend
to the panto, 51.51 et,.'rts ant 4..14 ri.N. res AO
Bound to Crowd Competitors Off Their Roost,
And give he people low g ale pens* wilt. high gm.te Foods. We have marked our
Fine Parlor and Ghat:Oar Suits Down
no aidoniallingly love that every moon ass ‘ant 014 bachelor, is IS. stan can get ins tied
people' they nap pee a wile) se I by burn( their furniture fri.m the Wall Street Vern tare
Pante id, ties, luriii.le tIsrir outlre bolls, *Ill elsgssi saple Si a wen suss iteemether that
we seu lie sands tint eir are het Wit ire'Is. euaremun ea give wafer* -a Wilt is mistily sad
MINN We shin gives Why( sn If t•og .1cewing I r Pt fry 40,1se pixies with as. Ibe sot deep
maws Teu my. bpss as..eea awl basket ibroash thy Walt mewl rurnauve Paiute seat moos sit
the nous, Novelties eettp San
C.R. UE & Ca.,Poprittus,4
"Murderers of High Prices.'
Rooms No. 9 and 10 Ninth Street.
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